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Abstract—Recently, how to protect the Intellectual Property
(IP) of deep neural networks (DNN) becomes a major concern for
the AI industry. To combat potential model piracy, recent works
explore various watermarking strategies to embed secret identity
messages into the prediction behaviors or the internals (e.g.,
weights and neuron activation) of the target model. Sacrificing
less functionality and involving more knowledge about the target
model, the latter branch of watermarking schemes (i.e., whitebox model watermarking) is claimed to be accurate, credible
and secure against most known watermark removal attacks, with
emerging research efforts and applications in the industry.
In this paper, we present the first effective removal attack
which cracks almost all the existing white-box watermarking
schemes with provably no performance overhead and no required
prior knowledge. By analyzing these IP protection mechanisms
at the granularity of neurons, we for the first time discover their
common dependence on a set of fragile features of a local neuron
group, all of which can be arbitrarily tampered by our proposed
chain of invariant neuron transforms. On 9 state-of-the-art whitebox watermarking schemes and a broad set of industry-level DNN
architectures, our attack for the first time reduces the embedded
identity message in the protected models to be almost random.
Meanwhile, unlike known removal attacks, our attack requires no
prior knowledge on the training data distribution or the adopted
watermark algorithms, and leaves model functionality intact.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In the past decade, the ever-increasing size of deep neural
networks (DNNs) incurs rapid growth of model training costs
[1]–[7], which incentivizes model piracy attacks [8]–[12]. To
trace illegal model copies, DNN watermarking emerges as
a promising approach and arouses wide research interests
[13]–[25]. In a general model watermarking process, a secret
identity message is first embedded into the target model during
the training stage (i.e., watermark embedding). Later, the
ownership is verified if the same or a similar watermark is
detected from a suspect model (i.e., watermark verification).
Depending on how the suspect model is accessed during
verification, existing watermarks are categorized into blackbox and white-box schemes. Generally, a black-box watermark
is based on the model’s prediction behavior on a subset of data
inputs which are priorly chosen by the watermarking scheme
[22]–[25], while a white-box watermark is based on the model
internals, including the model parameters [13]–[19] and the
neuron activation [20], [21]. Sacrificing less functionality and
involving more knowledge about the suspect model, white-box
model watermarking is widely considered more comprehensive compared with the black-box counterpart [14]–[16], [25],

TABLE I
O UR ATTACK STRATEGY SUCCESSFULLY CRACKS 9 MAINSTREAM
WHITE - BOX DNN WATERMARKS .
Existing Attacks
Year

Method

Pruning

Fine-tuning

2017

Overwriting

Abiguity

Ours

Uchida et al. [13]

7

7

3

3

3

2019

DeepSigns [21]

7

7

7

3

3

2020

Passport-Aware [17]

7

7

7

7

3

DeepIPR [16]

7

7

7

7

3

RIGA [14]

7

7

7

7

3

Greedy Residuals [15]

7

7

7

7

3

IPR-GAN [18]

7

7

7

7

3

Lottery Verification [19]

7

7

7

7

3

IPR-IC [20]

7

7

7

7

3

2021

2022

with emerging applications and research efforts from many
industry leaders (e.g., Microsoft [17], [21], [26]).
In a typical threat scenario, an attacker with a stolen DNN
would modify the model parameters to frustrate the success
of watermark verification [27]–[36]. As a major trade-off
for ownership obfuscation, the attacker inevitably encounters
slight degradation on the normal model utility [22]. In the
current literature, consensus is reached that recent white-box
watermarks have strong resilience against such watermark
removal attacks [15]–[19]. On the one hand, relying on the
internals of the suspect model, the embedded identity messages
in white-box watermarking are much strongly connected with
the model performance, compared with the external prediction
behaviors on a special subset of input-output pairs used in
black-box watermarking. Therefore, the removal process usually incurs larger decrease in model performance for white-box
watermarks than for black-box ones. For example, machine
unlearning techniques help remove a subset of prediction
rules from a suspect model with almost no utility loss, while
similar attacks are not applicable to white-box watermarks
thanks to the intrinsic relations between the parameters and the
identity messages [32]–[35]. On the other hand, many known
attack attempts via conventional post-processing techniques
(e.g., fine-tuning and pruning [27]–[29]) also report empirical
success on black-box model watermarks, but inevitably perturb
the model parameters at an unacceptable scale to fully remove
a white-box model watermark, resulting in a DNN with poor
performance [13]–[21].
Our Work. With increasingly more white-box watermarking

techniques exploring the usage of the strong correlation to
the significant parameters or selected stable activation maps
to claim even stronger resilience than previous approaches
[14]–[20], the full transparency of the suspect model further
strengthens the impression that white-box model watermarks
are accurate, credible and secure, with almost no overhead on
model performance. However, we find it is a false sense of
security. Our work strikingly shows, most existing white-box
DNN watermarks can be fully and blindly removed from a
watermarked model with no loss on the model utility.
For the first time, we reveal exploiting invariant neuron
transforms [37]–[40] is a simple yet effective attack strategy against the mainstream white-box model watermarking
schemes, most of which heavily rely on a set of fragile
features, including the orders, the magnitudes and the signs
of a local group of neurons for watermark embedding. By
applying a chain of invariant neuron transforms, we are able
to arbitrarily manipulate the message embedded in the local
feature while provably preserving the normal functionality of
the model. As Table I shows, we successfully crack 9 representative white-box DNN watermarks, which claim high robustness against some or all known removal attacks, reducing
the embedded watermark to be almost random. In comparison,
almost no known existing attacks can simultaneously crack
even 1/3 of them. Besides, our attack leaves the model utility
provably intact after watermark removal. Moreover, as a blind
attack, our approach requires no knowledge on the training
data distribution, the adopted watermark embedding process,
or even the existence of a watermark.
Technically, the core building blocks of our attack framework are three types of invariant neuron transforms, namely
LayerShuffle, NeuronScale, and SignFlip, which manipulate
three types of local features, i.e., orders, magnitudes and signs,
of specific weights or neuron activation. We find these local
features of model parameters are heavily utilized in existing
white-box model watermarking schemes, but are highly fragile
under the corresponding transforms. To crack the existing
white-box watermark schemes, we construct a chain of invariant transforms on the model parameters which reduces the
watermark embedded in one set of local features to randomness, while compensating for the malicious perturbations on
watermark-related parameters by calibrating other related local
features. This yields a functionally equivalent model to the
original watermarked one, yet without the watermark.
Specifically, we first rearrange the local order through
LayerShuffle, which applies an arbitrary permutation to the
neurons within each selected hidden layer to reshuffle the
pertinent model parameters. Then, we alter the local magnitude
by NeuronScale, which scales up/down the incoming edges
to each randomly chosen hidden neuron with a positive real
number, and scales down/up the outgoing edges with the
same ratio correspondingly. Finally, we perturb the local sign
with SignFlip, which targets at flipping the signs of model
weights arbitrarily sampled from the watermarked model,
while adjusting the signs of related parameters in adjacent
layers (i.e., a linear/convolutional layer or a normalization

layer [41]–[44]). As these three operations are not mutually
exclusive and complementary to each other, we integrate them
into a comprehensive attack framework to crack popular whitebox watermarking verification blindly, i.e., without knowing
the adopted watermark scheme and even the existence of a
watermark. Also, unlike previous removal attacks based on
fine-tuning or retraining [22], [33], [35], our attack has no
requirement on training data throughout the attack by design.
To validate the effectiveness of our attack scheme, we
present a systematic study on 9 existing white-box watermarking methods, each of which claims high robustness against
previous removal attacks in their original evaluation [13]–[21].
According to our case-by-case analysis, most of them share
the common vulnerability against invariant neuron transforms.
Consequently, our attack achieves almost perfect watermark
removal on all the evaluated white-box watermarking methods
and, as is certified by our analytical proofs, incurs no influence
on the model functionality. We strongly hope future works
on white-box model watermarking should avoid relying on
local features of neurons and derive more robust and resilient
features, which should be at least invariant under the three
types of invariance we exploit.
Our Contributions. In summary, we mainly make the following contributions:
• We reveal almost all the existing white-box model watermarking schemes share the common vulnerability of relying
on a set of fragile features derived from local neuron groups
(§IV), which we find severely suffers from being arbitrarily
tampered by invariant neuron transforms.
• We propose the first watermark removal attack which applies
a chain of random invariant neuron transforms to remove
the white-box watermark from a protected model, incurs
provably no utility loss, and requires no prior knowledge on
the watermark embedding and the training processes (§V).
• We validate the success of our attack on a wide group of
industry-level DNNs protected by 9 state-of-the-art whitebox watermarking schemes, some of which are presented
on top-tier conferences by the industry (e.g., Microsoft [17],
[21], [26]). The extracted identity messages are reduced to
almost random after our removal attack, while the normal
model utility remains the same (§VI).
II. P RELIMINARY
A. Deep Neural Networks
In this paper, we focus on the watermarking of deep neural
networks (DNNs), a popular family of learning models which
are used to fit decision functions f (·; W )(:= fW ) : X → Y
with layers of learnable parameters W . A DNN is composed
of layers of computation performed by feed-forward layers
(e.g., fully connected or convolutional layers), which maps
an input in X to an output in Y iteratively by applying
predefined computing formulas with the learnable parameters.
The intermediate layers extract the hidden representation features sequentially along with a nonlinear activation function
(e.g., ReLU) or pooling function (e.g., average pooling). To
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obtain the optimal DNN model which fits the training data
and generalizes to the unknown test data, the parameters are
updated iteratively during the training phase by optimizing the
loss function with off-the-shelf gradient-based optimizers such
as stochastic gradient descent (SGD).
Given a DNN with H layers, i.e., fW = {f 1 , f 2 , . . . , f H },
each layer f l is composed of a set of Nl neurons (f l =
(nl1 , nl2 , ..., nlNl )). We denote the parameters of the lth (1 ≤
l ≤ H) layer as W l , which can be further written as
l Nl−1 ,Nl
l
{wij
}i=1,j=1 ∪ {blj }N
j=1 . From a neuron-level viewpoint, each
l
element wij is a real-valued weight parameter in fully connect layers or a kernel matrix in convolutional layers, which
connects the neurons nl−1
and nlj , and blj is the bias.
i

in a suspect model. In this paper, we focus on the whitebox watermarking schemes, where the model parameters and
activation maps are accessible during the verification.
These approaches consist of two stages: watermark embedding and watermark verification. In the former stage, the
owner of a model fW encodes the secret message s (e.g., a
binary string) into the model parameters or intermediate activation maps by adding a regularization term LEM to the primary
learning objective LOri , i.e., L = LOri + λLEM , where λ is
the hyper-parameter related to watermark embedding procedure. For example, LEM in [13] is the binary cross entropy
loss between the secret bit string s and σ(X · w), where w is
derived from the parameters of a specified convolutional layer
by channel-level averaging and flattening, X is a predefined
transformation matrix, and σ is sigmoid function. In the latter
stage, an equal-length message s0 is extracted by a white-box
extraction function E in polynomial time:

B. Normalization Layer
In commercial deep learning models, the normalization layers become an increasingly indispensable design component
[1]–[6]. Intuitively, a normalization layer is first proposed
for accelerating the training process and is later proved to
be beneficial for boosting the performance of a DNN model
by a significant margin. In the past decade, multiple normalization schemes have been proposed to cater for different
requirements, while Batch Normalization (BN) remains one
of the most widely-used methods [41]–[44]. To reduce the
internal covariate shift, BN conducts normalization along the
batch dimension to control the distribution of intermediate
features, while other normalization layers, including Layer
Normalization (LN), Instance Normalization (IN) and Group
Normalization (GN), exploit the channel dimension to pursue
more improvement in model performance.
Specifically, the aforementioned normalization layers, which
are practically inserted after convolutional layers or linear layers, first normalize the data features by the running mean µ and
variance σ 2 of the historical training data, and then conduct a
linear transformation using a scale factor γ and a bias shift β,
which follows the common formula: x̂ = γ x−µ
σ + β, where γ,
β are learnable parameters. We highlight that BN continuously
monitors and updates the µ and the σ during the training
process while fixing the values during inference, whereas
other normalization layers update statistic values on the fly
throughout both training and testing time. As a result, proper
normalization layer parameters are critical for reproducing the
reported accuracy of the model when deployed. Even slight
perturbation to these parameters would cause catastrophic
damage to the model functionality by deviating hidden features
from the correct distribution. Inspired by this phenomenon, a
recent branch of white-box model watermarks also explore to
encode the secret information into the parameters of selected
normalization layers [16]–[18].

s0 = E(fW , M, A),

(1)

where M is the mask matrix to select a set of the specific
parameters or activation maps directly from the target model
fW , and A is a transformation function which finally projects
the selected weights or activations to obtain the extracted
message s0 . For example, [13] extract the message from the
watermarked model according to the signs of the relative
parameter after projection, i.e., s0 = Th (X · w), where Th
is a hard threshold function which outputs 1 when the input
is positive and 0 otherwise and w is the weights selected
from model fW by mask matrix M . Therefore, the owner can
prove the model ownership once the distance (e.g., Hamming
Distance [45]) between the extracted message s0 and the secret
message s is less than a predefined threshold .
Furthermore, in order to ensure a secure and trustworthy
ownership verification, a model watermarking scheme should
satisfy the minimum set of requirements as follows:
• Fidelity. The watermark embedding procedure should have
little negative impact on the model’s initial utility.
• Reliability. If the suspect model is the same or a postprocessed copy of the watermarked model, the watermark
verification procedure should identify the model as a theft
model with high confidence; otherwise, the suspect model
should be detected as an irrelevant model owned by others
to yield minimal false positives.
• Robustness. The watermark inside the model should be resistant to any removal attack, such as model post-processing
techniques (e.g., fine-tuning or pruning). Moreover, it should
not be trivial for the adversary to embed a fabricated watermark into the target model via ambiguity attacks, which
raises doubts to the ownership verification [16].
III. P REVIOUS K NOWLEDGE ON M ODEL WATERMARK
S ECURITY

C. White-box Model Watermarking
Confronting with the urgent need of IP protection on DNN,
a number of model watermarking strategies are developed to
enable the legal owner of a DNN to claim the ownership
by verifying the existence of a unique watermark embedded

A. Attack Taxonomy
Existing watermarking techniques are generally questioned
for their practical robustness. A line of works attempt to
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Fine-tuning is another common watermark removal attack
studied in earlier robustness evaluation, which continues the
training operation for a few steps without considering the
watermarking specific loss functions. This method requires
a small set of data from the original training set or following
a similar distribution, otherwise the model utility would
suffer from a noticeable degradation. Furthermore, a certain
amount of computational resources are also expected to
support this extra model training [33], [35].
• Overwriting is first proposed in [30] to show the vulnerability of the classical model watermark algorithm in [13]. Considering the adversary has full knowledge about the watermarking process, he/she may remove the existing watermark
by embedding a new one related to his own identification
information. However, the details of watermark schemes,
including the embedding algorithm, extraction procedure
and the hyper-parameters used for training are always not
available in real-world settings. Further, previous research
shows that the original watermark can still be extracted for
the legal owner to file an infringement lawsuit [14], [15].
Moreover, for several advanced white-box watermarking
methods, overwriting attacks even fail to encode a new
adversarial message into the target model [16]–[18], [20].
We do not consider the model extraction attacks (e.g., [50])
in our work, as this branch of works mainly aim at stealing
models from prediction APIs and also require a substantial
amount of training cost to distill a well-trained surrogate
models from the victim model. In summary, none of existing
removal attacks could meet all the requirements in Section
III-B simultaneously. Meanwhile, these attacks are proven to
be more effective on black-box model watermarking instead,
probably because the black-box model watermarking only rely
on the prediction results on a specific set of inputs and hence
the behavior can be altered without concerns on the otherwise
constraints on modifying some internal parameters which may
be related with the white-box model watermarking [32]–
[36]. With more novel white-box watermarking techniques
proposed recently claiming even stronger robustness under
limited evaluation, white-box model watermarking attracts
increasing attention from the academy and industry as more
robust and desirable for practical usages.

defeat these watermarking mechanisms and can be divided
into two types: ambiguity attacks and removal attacks. First
proposed by Fan et al. [16], the ambiguity attack aims
at forging a counterfeit watermark to cast a doubt on the
ownership verification without modifying the original model
weights. Instead, the removal attack focuses on discrediting
the verification technique by erasing the traces of the legal
owner completely. As our work is a removal attack against the
mainstream white-box watermarking techniques, we assume
the threat model for the adversary who attempts to remove
the embedded watermarks in Section III-B, and discuss the
limitations of existing removal attacks in Section III-C.

•

B. Threat Model of Model Watermark Removal Attacks
In our threat model, the adversary has obtained an illegal
copy of a watermarked model which allows full access to its
model parameters. Such model piracy can be accomplished
via either algorithmic attacks [46], [47] or system attacks
exploiting software/hardware vulnerabilities [48], [49]. To
conceal the traces of model infringement, the attacker attempts
to invalidate the model ownership verification by removing the
existing watermarks. To impose the least assumptions on the
adversarial knowledge, we propose a strong removal attack
should fulfill the following requirements:
• No Influence on Model Functionality: The primary goal
of the adversary is to obtain the target model utility. As
a result, the attack should have almost no impact on the
original model performance.
• No Knowledge on Watermarking Process: The adversary
should have no knowledge about the adopted watermarking
embedding and extraction algorithms, which are usually
exclusively known to the owner until the verification is
launched on a suspect model.
• No Access to Original Training Data: As the training is
usually a private asset of the model owner, the access to the
original training data or even data from a similar domain, is
not always practical in reality. Therefore, our work restricts
the attacker from obtaining any knowledge of confidential
distribution of the training data, since he/she otherwise may
legally train his own model from scratch, which makes the
white-box watermark removal attack unnecessary.

D. Our Findings on Model Watermark Security

C. Existing Removal Attacks and Their Limitations

On the contrary, our work for the first time discovers and
systematizes the innate vulnerabilities in white-box model
watermarking, i.e. the local neuron invariance in watermarked
models. We present the first attack framework to fully remove
the white-box model watermark while incurring certifiably no
influence on the model functionality, blindly applicable to
most existing white-box model watermarking schemes, and
requiring no prior knowledge on the details of watermark
schemes or the distribution of training data. Our finding
strongly indicates that evaluating robustness against limited
attacks in earlier work is insufficient. First, our removal attack
has no effect on the model’s functionality, whereas common
removal attacks against white-box watermarking by perturbing

Mainly via perturbing the parameters related to the inside
watermark, existing removal attacks to the white-box model
watermarking techniques can be divided into three groups:
• Weight pruning is an efficient post-processing technique to
reduce the storage and accelerate the computation process of
DNNs, which sets a proportion of redundant parameters to
zero without degrading the original accuracy. However, previous white-box watermark works show the high robustness
to pruning-based attacks, while effective parameter pruning
need to remove a certain number of connections between
the neurons in DNNs, along with an unacceptable loss to
the model performance [13], [21].
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the model parameters (e.g. fine-tuning or pruning) always
cause a measurable utility loss, which is undesirable in some
mission-critical applications. Second, as we validate in Section
VI, our removal attack is effective to all the known white-box
watermarking schemes as a post-processing method, while the
adversary is unaware of the details of employed watermarking
technique. Third, the results of our extensive work demonstrate that the data and computing power for fine-tuning are
unnecessary to invalidate the white-box model watermarking
verification, where a underlying commonality overlooked by
the most researchers results the root vulnerability of these
white-box watermark schemes.

begin with averaging along certain (but not all) dimensions,
the result of which can be easily influenced when the signs,
magnitudes and orders of the watermark-related parameters
(or activation) are modified. To prove it, we consider an
average operation along the second dimension denoted as
Avg(X) ∈ Rd1 , where X ∈ Rd1 ×d2 is the related weight
matrix. As a result, the sign, magnitude and order in the first
dimension of each parameter in X will directly influence the
final averaged matrix. Similarly, other possible operations in
the transformation matrix A including linear transforms and
the Sign function are all impacted by the local features of the
specific parameters (or activation). Section VI presents a more
detailed case-by-case analysis.
In recent literature, some research works start to study
passport-based white-box watermarking schemes, which in
general prove the model ownership by preserving the high
performance of the target model after correctly replacing the
normalization layers with the private passport layers during the
verification procedure. Correspondingly, the passport-based
watermarks also rely on the local features of the weights
right before the replaced layers, as the activation maps should
remain unchanged to match the following scale and bias
parameters of the private passport layers (Section VI).
In summary, almost all the white-box watermarking verification procedures are by design based on the strong correlation
between the local features of a certain group of neurons (model
parameters or selected activation maps) and the embedded
identity message. However, we for the first time discover it
is able to construct a sequence of equivalent transformations
to the target model, which applies malicious perturbations
to the watermark-related parameters to crack the watermark
while calibrating other unrelated model intrinsic locality to
exactly preserve the prediction behavior of the model. Such a
novel attack technique provably breaks most existing whitebox watermarking schemes, severely casting serious doubt on
our previous knowledge on their robustness.

IV. R ETHINKING THE ROBUSTNESS OF W HITE - BOX
M ODEL WATERMARK
A. Intrinsic Locality of White-box Watermarks
By systematically analyzing the mechanisms of existing
white-box watermarking schemes, we discover their common
vulnerability of relying on the features of a local neuron
group and their connecting weights, which are however fragile
under malicious manipulation. We name this newly discovered
vulnerability as the intrinsic locality of white-box watermarks,
which refers to three types of local features, i.e., the signs,
the magnitudes and the orders of the connecting weights.
Considering an arbitrary group of model parameters, i.e.,
A = {wi }N
i=1 , the local features are correspondingly extracted
via Sign, Abs and Ind, which are element-wise functions
applied to each weight wi . Specifically, Sign and Abs respectively extract the sign and the absolute value of a real
number, while Ind returns the subscript index of wi in the
parameter group (i.e., ind(wi ) = i). Then we adopt these
functions to extract three kinds of representations from a group
N
of model parameters, i.e., {Sign(wi )}N
i=1 , {Abs(wi )}i=1 and
N
{Ind(wi )}i=1 , which we call the local sign, local magnitude
and local order of the connecting weight wi . In the following,
we show most of existing white-box watermarking techniques
heavily rely on these types of intrinsic locality.
Based on whether specific parameters or intermediate activation maps are selected for watermark embedding and verification, existing white-box watermarking schemes are broadly
divided into two groups: weight-based and activation-based.
According to (1), these two types of watermarking schemes
extract the embedded information from the target model fW
through a mask matrix M and a transformation matrix (or
function) A, which is then used to compute the similarity
score with the secret watermark offered by the legitimate
owner. In general, the extraction procedure first derives the
watermark by applying a set of watermark-related weights (or
activation values) of the target model based on 0–1 values
of the mask matrix, and extracts the local features of each
element. Formally, it writes Φ(M · fW ) = M · Φ(fW ) for
Φ ∈ {Sign, Abs, Ind}. Then, a transformation matrix A is
designed to extract the final identity message from the derived
local feature to determine the model ownership. For example,
to calculate the identity message, almost all the transformation
procedures in existing white-box watermarking algorithms

B. Invariant Neuron Transforms
Below, we introduce three types of invariant neuron transforms on DNN which are the building blocks to our proposed
attack framework. As a motivating example, we demonstrate
the invariant properties of DNNs with a standard ConvBlock
as Fig.1 shows, which subsequently consists of a convolutional layer, a normalization layer, an activation function and
a pooling function. Following the typical designs in many
off-the-shelf DNN architectures, we consider a ConvBlock
with BN layer and ReLU activation. Given the input data
x ∈ RNl−1 ×D1 ×D2 from the preceding layer, the output f l
of the lth ConvBlock layer can be formulated as follows:
x + bl − µl
+ β l ), (2)
σl
where denotes the convolution operator, pool is the pooling
function (max pooling unless otherwise specified), σReLU is
the activation function, γ l , β l ∈ RNl are learnable parameters
for normalization, µl , σ l ∈ RNl are statistic values (fixed in
f l (x) = pool · σReLU (γ l
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ConvBlock
Convolution
Layer

Normalization Activation/Pooling
Layer
Functions
b1
1, 1
µ1 , 1
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<latexit sha1_base64="gOmFlY3FXyczWiXIyC1ULi/k5F0=">AAAB+XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZeKBIvgQkoioi6Lbly2YB/QhDCZTtuhM5MwMymU0KV/4caFIm7d9Dvc+Q3+hNPHQqsHLhzOuZd774kSRpV23U8rt7S8srqWXy9sbG5t79i7e3UVpxKTGo5ZLJsRUoRRQWqaakaaiSSIR4w0ov7txG8MiFQ0Fvd6mJCAo66gHYqRNlJo2z5Pw8wbnfmKdjkKvdAuuiV3Cucv8eakWD4cV78ejsaV0P7w2zFOOREaM6RUy3MTHWRIaooZGRX8VJEE4T7qkpahAnGigmx6+cg5MUrb6cTSlNDOVP05kSGu1JBHppMj3VOL3kT8z2ulunMdZFQkqSYCzxZ1Uubo2JnE4LSpJFizoSEIS2pudXAPSYS1CatgQvAWX/5L6ucl77J0UTVp3MAMeTiAYzgFD66gDHdQgRpgGMAjPMOLlVlP1qv1NmvNWfOZffgF6/0b7yeW6g==</latexit>

w21
w12
<latexit sha1_base64="4pyWTwUPf7I873ggJ0asdE9VtBQ=">AAAB7XicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+ooKNzWAQrMKuiFqG2FgmYB6QLGF2MpuMmZ1ZZmaVsOQfbCwUsbXyL/wCOxu/xcmj0MQDFw7n3Mu99wQxZ9q47peTWVpeWV3Lruc2Nre2d/K7e3UtE0VojUguVTPAmnImaM0ww2kzVhRHAaeNYHA19ht3VGkmxY0ZxtSPcE+wkBFsrFS/76Sn3qiTL7hFdwK0SLwZKZQOqt/svfxR6eQ/211JkogKQzjWuuW5sfFTrAwjnI5y7UTTGJMB7tGWpQJHVPvp5NoROrZKF4VS2RIGTdTfEymOtB5Gge2MsOnreW8s/ue1EhNe+ikTcWKoINNFYcKRkWj8OuoyRYnhQ0swUczeikgfK0yMDShnQ/DmX14k9dOid148q9o0yjBFFg7hCE7AgwsowTVUoAYEbuEBnuDZkc6j8+K8TlszzmxmH/7AefsBIsySjQ==</latexit>

b2
<latexit sha1_base64="kiuL9cm8Lp9Oj9nL9VwOEYdCby8=">AAAB6nicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+ooKNzWAQrMJuELUMsbFM0DwgWcLsZDYZMjuzzMwKYckn2FgoYmvrX/gFdjZ+i5NHoYkHLhzOuZd77wlizrRx3S8ns7K6tr6R3cxtbe/s7uX3DxpaJorQOpFcqlaANeVM0LphhtNWrCiOAk6bwfB64jfvqdJMijsziqkf4b5gISPYWOk26Ja6+YJbdKdAy8Sbk0L5qPbN3isf1W7+s9OTJImoMIRjrdueGxs/xcowwuk410k0jTEZ4j5tWypwRLWfTk8do1Or9FAolS1h0FT9PZHiSOtRFNjOCJuBXvQm4n9eOzHhlZ8yESeGCjJbFCYcGYkmf6MeU5QYPrIEE8XsrYgMsMLE2HRyNgRv8eVl0igVvYviec2mUYEZsnAMJ3AGHlxCGW6gCnUg0IcHeIJnhzuPzovzOmvNOPOZQ/gD5+0HzTeRMQ==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="Nr/uXZOoKGOZDBAl6FRnZplgOgE=">AAAB7XicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+ooKNzWAQrMKuiFqG2FgmYB6QLGF2MpuMmZ1ZZmaVsOQfbCwUsbXyL/wCOxu/xcmj0MQDFw7n3Mu99wQxZ9q47peTWVpeWV3Lruc2Nre2d/K7e3UtE0VojUguVTPAmnImaM0ww2kzVhRHAaeNYHA19ht3VGkmxY0ZxtSPcE+wkBFsrFS/76Te6aiTL7hFdwK0SLwZKZQOqt/svfxR6eQ/211JkogKQzjWuuW5sfFTrAwjnI5y7UTTGJMB7tGWpQJHVPvp5NoROrZKF4VS2RIGTdTfEymOtB5Gge2MsOnreW8s/ue1EhNe+ikTcWKoINNFYcKRkWj8OuoyRYnhQ0swUczeikgfK0yMDShnQ/DmX14k9dOid148q9o0yjBFFg7hCE7AgwsowTVUoAYEbuEBnuDZkc6j8+K8TlszzmxmH/7AefsBIsuSjQ==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="Kb59Klp8CNP13eY0z46AIo3m9CY=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUV61KRYBFcSEmKqMuiG5ct2Ac0IdxMp+3QmSTMTMQSsvQ33LhQxK3Q73DnN/gTTh8LbT1w4XDOvdx7TxAzKpVtfxlLyyura+u5jfzm1vbOrrlXaMgoEZjUccQi0QpAEkZDUldUMdKKBQEeMNIMBjdjv3lPhKRReKeGMfE49ELapRiUlnyz4PaAc/DTcnbmBkSBX/bNol2yJ7AWiTMjxcrhqPb9eDSq+uan24lwwkmoMAMp244dKy8FoShmJMu7iSQx4AH0SFvTEDiRXjq5PbNOtNKxupHQFSprov6eSIFLOeSB7uSg+nLeG4v/ee1Eda+8lIZxokiIp4u6CbNUZI2DsDpUEKzYUBPAgupbLdwHAVjpuPI6BGf+5UXSKJeci9J5TadxjabIoQN0jE6Rgy5RBd2iKqojjB7QE3pBr0ZmPBtvxvu0dcmYzeyjPzA+fgBNbZes</latexit>

2,
µ2 ,

2

<latexit sha1_base64="EFZn1FZm9SLhQor6ODK6F9kBGKc=">AAAB+XicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUZeKBIvgQspMEXVZdOOyBfuAzjBk0kwbmmSGJFMoQ5f+hRsXirh10+9w5zf4E6aPhbYeuHA4517uvSdMGFXacb6s3Mrq2vpGfrOwtb2zu2fvHzRUnEpM6jhmsWyFSBFGBalrqhlpJZIgHjLSDPt3E785IFLRWDzoYUJ8jrqCRhQjbaTAtj2eBll5dOEp2uUoKAd20Sk5U8Bl4s5JsXI8rn0/noyrgf3pdWKcciI0Zkiptusk2s+Q1BQzMip4qSIJwn3UJW1DBeJE+dn08hE8M0oHRrE0JTScqr8nMsSVGvLQdHKke2rRm4j/ee1URzd+RkWSaiLwbFGUMqhjOIkBdqgkWLOhIQhLam6FuIckwtqEVTAhuIsvL5NGueRelS5rJo1bMEMeHIFTcA5ccA0q4B5UQR1gMABP4AW8Wpn1bL1Z77PWnDWfOQR/YH38API5luw=</latexit>

w22
w13
<latexit sha1_base64="BQBA3W4p6WG1y6zW0EgUAIyywfA=">AAAB7XicbVC7SgNBFL3rM8ZXVLCxGQyCVdgNopYhNpYJmAckS5idzCZjZmeWmVklLPkHGwtFbK38C7/AzsZvcfIoNPHAhcM593LvPUHMmTau++UsLa+srq1nNrKbW9s7u7m9/bqWiSK0RiSXqhlgTTkTtGaY4bQZK4qjgNNGMLga+407qjST4sYMY+pHuCdYyAg2Vqrfd9JicdTJ5d2COwFaJN6M5EuH1W/2Xv6odHKf7a4kSUSFIRxr3fLc2PgpVoYRTkfZdqJpjMkA92jLUoEjqv10cu0InVili0KpbAmDJurviRRHWg+jwHZG2PT1vDcW//NaiQkv/ZSJODFUkOmiMOHISDR+HXWZosTwoSWYKGZvRaSPFSbGBpS1IXjzLy+SerHgnRfOqjaNMkyRgSM4hlPw4AJKcA0VqAGBW3iAJ3h2pPPovDiv09YlZzZzAH/gvP0AJFGSjg==</latexit>

b3

2

<latexit sha1_base64="/YdyNQ+rty5Zi6TJS/4pO5fnJSw=">AAAB6nicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+ooKNzWAQrMKuilqG2FgmaB6QLGF2MpsMmZldZmaFsOQTbCwUsbX1L/wCOxu/xcmj0MQDFw7n3Mu99wQxZ9q47peTWVpeWV3Lruc2Nre2d/K7e3UdJYrQGol4pJoB1pQzSWuGGU6bsaJYBJw2gsH12G/cU6VZJO/MMKa+wD3JQkawsdJt0Dnr5Atu0Z0ALRJvRgqlg+o3ey9/VDr5z3Y3Iomg0hCOtW55bmz8FCvDCKejXDvRNMZkgHu0ZanEgmo/nZw6QsdW6aIwUrakQRP190SKhdZDEdhOgU1fz3tj8T+vlZjwyk+ZjBNDJZkuChOOTITGf6MuU5QYPrQEE8XsrYj0scLE2HRyNgRv/uVFUj8tehfF86pNowxTZOEQjuAEPLiEEtxABWpAoAcP8ATPDncenRfnddqacWYz+/AHztsPzruRMg==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="PUfZfgX0tHCiEyTmFUCwRYwD5ig=">AAAB7XicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+ooKNzWAQrMKuilqG2FgmYB6QLGF2MpuMmZ1ZZmaVsOQfbCwUsbXyL/wCOxu/xcmj0OiBC4dz7uXee4KYM21c99PJLCwuLa9kV3Nr6xubW/ntnbqWiSK0RiSXqhlgTTkTtGaY4bQZK4qjgNNGMLgc+41bqjST4toMY+pHuCdYyAg2VqrfdVLvZNTJF9yiOwH6S7wZKZT2ql/srfxe6eQ/2l1JkogKQzjWuuW5sfFTrAwjnI5y7UTTGJMB7tGWpQJHVPvp5NoROrRKF4VS2RIGTdSfEymOtB5Gge2MsOnreW8s/ue1EhNe+CkTcWKoINNFYcKRkWj8OuoyRYnhQ0swUczeikgfK0yMDShnQ/DmX/5L6sdF76x4WrVplGGKLOzDARyBB+dQgiuoQA0I3MA9PMKTI50H59l5mbZmnNnMLvyC8/oNJFCSjg==</latexit>

w23

3,

<latexit sha1_base64="djTialaNykhi7/bcH8C3hXxJMYE=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vWJeKBIvgQkpiRV0W3bhswT6gCeFmOm2HziRhZiKW0KW/4caFIm6Ffoc7v8GfcPpYaOuBC4dz7uXee4KYUals+8vILC2vrK5l13Mbm1vbO+Zuvi6jRGBSwxGLRDMASRgNSU1RxUgzFgR4wEgj6N+M/cY9EZJG4Z0axMTj0A1ph2JQWvLNvNsFzsFPS8NTNyAK/JJvFuyiPYG1SJwZKZQPRtXvx8NRxTc/3XaEE05ChRlI2XLsWHkpCEUxI8Ocm0gSA+5Dl7Q0DYET6aWT24fWsVbaVicSukJlTdTfEylwKQc80J0cVE/Oe2PxP6+VqM6Vl9IwThQJ8XRRJ2GWiqxxEFabCoIVG2gCWFB9q4V7IAArHVdOh+DMv7xI6mdF56J4XtVpXKMpsmgfHaET5KBLVEa3qIJqCKMH9IRe0KsxNJ6NN+N92poxZjN76A+Mjx9Qfpeu</latexit>

3

<latexit sha1_base64="kIACXRU+TXseORMi6j47SVE7YNw=">AAAB7XicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+ooKNzWAQrMJuFLUMsbFMwDwgWcLsZJKMmZ1ZZmaVsOQfbCwUsbXyL/wCOxu/xcmj0MQDFw7n3Mu99wQRZ9q47peTWlpeWV1Lr2c2Nre2d7K7ezUtY0VolUguVSPAmnImaNUww2kjUhSHAaf1YHA19ut3VGkmxY0ZRtQPcU+wLiPYWKl2304Kp6N2Nufm3QnQIvFmJFc8qHyz99JHuZ39bHUkiUMqDOFY66bnRsZPsDKMcDrKtGJNI0wGuEeblgocUu0nk2tH6NgqHdSVypYwaKL+nkhwqPUwDGxniE1fz3tj8T+vGZvupZ8wEcWGCjJd1I05MhKNX0cdpigxfGgJJorZWxHpY4WJsQFlbAje/MuLpFbIe+f5s4pNowRTpOEQjuAEPLiAIlxDGapA4BYe4AmeHek8Oi/O67Q15cxm9uEPnLcfJdaSjw==</latexit>

µ3 ,
<latexit sha1_base64="axbM058jTW6O68ZigqmIZhLbfXA=">AAAB+XicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUZeKBIvgQsqMFXVZdOOyBfuAzjBk0kwbmmSGJFMoQ5f+hRsXirh10+9w5zf4E6aPhVYPXDiccy/33hMmjCrtOJ9Wbml5ZXUtv17Y2Nza3rF39xoqTiUmdRyzWLZCpAijgtQ11Yy0EkkQDxlphv3bid8cEKloLO71MCE+R11BI4qRNlJg2x5Pg6w8OvMU7XIUlAO76JScKeBf4s5JsXI4rn09HI2rgf3hdWKcciI0Zkiptusk2s+Q1BQzMip4qSIJwn3UJW1DBeJE+dn08hE8MUoHRrE0JTScqj8nMsSVGvLQdHKke2rRm4j/ee1UR9d+RkWSaiLwbFGUMqhjOIkBdqgkWLOhIQhLam6FuIckwtqEVTAhuIsv/yWN85J7WbqomTRuwAx5cACOwSlwwRWogDtQBXWAwQA8gmfwYmXWk/Vqvc1ac9Z8Zh/8gvX+DfVLlu4=</latexit>

3

(a)

Fig. 2. An example of LayerShuffle with p={2,3,1}.

lth ConvBlock
<latexit sha1_base64="jptGzxom3CRbe964hupZOWYvnFw=">AAAB+nicbVDLSgMxFM3UVx1fU126CRbBVZkRUTdiaTcuK9gHtGPJpJk2NJMMSaZSxn6KGwVF3PoP7t2If2P6WGjrgQuHc+7l3nuCmFGlXffbyiwtr6yuZdftjc2t7R0nt1tTIpGYVLFgQjYCpAijnFQ11Yw0YklQFDBSD/rlsV8fEKmo4Dd6GBM/Ql1OQ4qRNlLbybHbVPdGLVgWfFBiAvfbTt4tuBPAReLNSP7yw76In77sStv5bHUETiLCNWZIqabnxtpPkdQUMzKyW4kiMcJ91CVNQzmKiPLTyekjeGiUDgyFNMU1nKi/J1IUKTWMAtMZId1T895Y/M9rJjo891PK40QTjqeLwoRBLeA4B9ihkmDNhoYgLKm5FeIekghrk5ZtQvDmX14kteOCd1o4uXbzxRKYIgv2wQE4Ah44A0VwBSqgCjC4Aw/gGbxY99aj9Wq9TVsz1mxmD/yB9f4DkweXNg==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="CpSV1CnXTWmdV1ZpbaoZ419hrb0=">AAAB/nicbVDLSgMxFM34rPU1Kq7chBahIpYZEXVZ2o3LCvYBnbFk0rQNzSRDkikMQ8GP8AfcuFDErd/hrn9j+lho64ELh3Pu5d57gohRpR1nbK2srq1vbGa2sts7u3v79sFhXYlYYlLDggnZDJAijHJS01Qz0owkQWHASCMYVCZ+Y0ikooI/6CQifoh6nHYpRtpIbfu4wC7cs8dU90cerAg+LDOBB2077xSdKeAyceckX8p558/jUlJt299eR+A4JFxjhpRquU6k/RRJTTEjo6wXKxIhPEA90jKUo5AoP52eP4KnRunArpCmuIZT9fdEikKlkjAwnSHSfbXoTcT/vFasu7d+SnkUa8LxbFE3ZlALOMkCdqgkWLPEEIQlNbdC3EcSYW0Sy5oQ3MWXl0n9suheF6/uTRplMEMGnIAcKAAX3IASuANVUAMYpOAFvIF368l6tT6sz1nrijWfOQJ/YH39APlrl9s=</latexit>

(l

1)th ConvBlock

(l + 1)th ConvBlock
<latexit sha1_base64="rQzTEwTa4scP5xVsKjm3Wkfs1CI=">AAAB/nicbVDLSgMxFM34rPU1Kq7chBahUigzIuqytBuXFewDOmPJpGkbmkmGJFMYhoIf4Q+4caGIW7/DXf/G9LHQ1gMXDufcy733BBGjSjvOxFpb39jc2s7sZHf39g8O7aPjhhKxxKSOBROyFSBFGOWkrqlmpBVJgsKAkWYwrE795ohIRQV/0ElE/BD1Oe1RjLSROvZpgRXdi8dUD8YerAo+qjCBhx0775ScGeAqcRckX855xedJOal17G+vK3AcEq4xQ0q1XSfSfoqkppiRcdaLFYkQHqI+aRvKUUiUn87OH8Nzo3RhT0hTXMOZ+nsiRaFSSRiYzhDpgVr2puJ/XjvWvVs/pTyKNeF4vqgXM6gFnGYBu1QSrFliCMKSmlshHiCJsDaJZU0I7vLLq6RxWXKvS1f3Jo0KmCMDzkAOFIALbkAZ3IEaqAMMUvAC3sC79WS9Wh/W57x1zVrMnIA/sL5+APY/l9k=</latexit>

l+1
w11
<latexit sha1_base64="UUy2boDiQuPKygefw8cHysehot4=">AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+Rl3qIlgEQSgzIiq4KbpxWcE+sB1LJpNpQzOZIckoZeg3uHPjQhGX+jPu/BvTx0JbD9zL4Zx7yc3xE86UdpxvKzc3v7C4lF8urKyurW/Ym1s1FaeS0CqJeSwbPlaUM0GrmmlOG4mkOPI5rfu9y6Ffv6dSsVjc6H5CvQh3BAsZwdpIrYe7jB+6g3bmmmYXnZIzApol7oQUy8XH8+B296PStr9aQUzSiApNOFaq6TqJ9jIsNSOcDgqtVNEEkx7u0KahAkdUedno5gHaN0qAwliaEhqN1N8bGY6U6ke+mYyw7qppbyj+5zVTHZ55GRNJqqkg44fClCMdo2EAKGCSEs37hmAimbkVkS6WmGgTU8GE4E5/eZbUjkruSen42qRxAWPkYQf24ABcOIUyXEEFqkAggSd4gVcrtZ6tN+t9PJqzJjvb8AfW5w8IoZP4</latexit>

l
w11
<latexit sha1_base64="A2K80pjiBODalGnmbVfq4a9NVP0=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9ehgQhp7ArYjwGvXiMYB6YrGF2MpsMmZ1dZmaVsOxfeBFRxKtf4tWb6Mc4eRw0saChqOqmu8uLOFPatj+tzNLyyupadj23sbm1vZPf3WuoMJaE1knIQ9nysKKcCVrXTHPaiiTFgcdp0xuej/3mLZWKheJKjyLqBrgvmM8I1ka6vrtJeNpNHCft5ot22Z4ALRJnRorVQun7q/L+WOvmPzq9kMQBFZpwrFTbsSPtJlhqRjhNc51Y0QiTIe7TtqECB1S5yeTiFB0apYf8UJoSGk3U3xMJDpQaBZ7pDLAeqHlvLP7ntWPtn7oJE1GsqSDTRX7MkQ7R+H3UY5ISzUeGYCKZuRWRAZaYaBNSzoTgzL+8SBpHZeekfHxp0jiDKbJwAAUogQMVqMIF1KAOBATcwxM8W8p6sF6s12lrxprN7MMfWG8/u1yUsQ==</latexit>

bl1 ,
<latexit sha1_base64="B4oUiaIMKON1YfrWIf4RCX89Jcs=">AAACG3icbZDLSgMxFIYzXmu9VV26CS1CF6XMFLEui25cVrAX6NRyJk3b0GRmSDJCGfoegvgqblx4wZXgQvRhTKddaOsPgY//nMPJ+b2QM6Vt+9NaWl5ZXVtPbaQ3t7Z3djN7+3UVRJLQGgl4IJseKMqZT2uaaU6boaQgPE4b3vB8Um/cUKlY4F/pUUjbAvo+6zEC2lidTMm75h2ngN0+CAGGY2dccD2qYeaLaAaK9ZMGp5PJ2UU7EV4EZwa5Sjb//VV+uat2Mu9uNyCRoL4mHJRqOXao2zFIzQin47QbKRoCGUKftgz6IKhqx8ltY3xknC7uBdI8X+PE/T0Rg1BqJDzTKUAP1HxtYv5Xa0W6d9qOmR9GmvpkuqgXcawDPAkKd5mkRPORASCSmb9iMgAJRJs40yYEZ/7kRaiXis5J8fjSpHGGpkqhQ5RFeeSgMqqgC1RFNUTQLXpAT+jZurcerVfrbdq6ZM1mDtAfWR8/pwujrg==</latexit>

l
w21
<latexit sha1_base64="GxaPQ5mu9wIJe1eRQeOiE+74uhY=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLkCDkFHaDGI9BLx4jmAcma5idzCZDZmeXmVklLPsXXkQU8eqXePUm+jFOHgdNLGgoqrrp7vIizpS27U9raXlldW09s5Hd3Nre2c3t7TdUGEtC6yTkoWx5WFHOBK1rpjltRZLiwOO06Q3Px37zlkrFQnGlRxF1A9wXzGcEayNd390kPO0mZSft5gp2yZ4ALRJnRgrVfPH7q/L+WOvmPjq9kMQBFZpwrFTbsSPtJlhqRjhNs51Y0QiTIe7TtqECB1S5yeTiFB0ZpYf8UJoSGk3U3xMJDpQaBZ7pDLAeqHlvLP7ntWPtn7oJE1GsqSDTRX7MkQ7R+H3UY5ISzUeGYCKZuRWRAZaYaBNS1oTgzL+8SBrlknNSOr40aZzBFBk4hDwUwYEKVOECalAHAgLu4QmeLWU9WC/W67R1yZrNHMAfWG8/vOKUsg==</latexit>

l
1,

l
l
1 , µ1 ,

l
1

lth ConvBlock
<latexit sha1_base64="jptGzxom3CRbe964hupZOWYvnFw=">AAAB+nicbVDLSgMxFM3UVx1fU126CRbBVZkRUTdiaTcuK9gHtGPJpJk2NJMMSaZSxn6KGwVF3PoP7t2If2P6WGjrgQuHc+7l3nuCmFGlXffbyiwtr6yuZdftjc2t7R0nt1tTIpGYVLFgQjYCpAijnFQ11Yw0YklQFDBSD/rlsV8fEKmo4Dd6GBM/Ql1OQ4qRNlLbybHbVPdGLVgWfFBiAvfbTt4tuBPAReLNSP7yw76In77sStv5bHUETiLCNWZIqabnxtpPkdQUMzKyW4kiMcJ91CVNQzmKiPLTyekjeGiUDgyFNMU1nKi/J1IUKTWMAtMZId1T895Y/M9rJjo891PK40QTjqeLwoRBLeA4B9ihkmDNhoYgLKm5FeIekghrk5ZtQvDmX14kteOCd1o4uXbzxRKYIgv2wQE4Ah44A0VwBSqgCjC4Aw/gGbxY99aj9Wq9TVsz1mxmD/yB9f4DkweXNg==</latexit>

l+1
w12
<latexit sha1_base64="BCG6LZiEX2HACSXNshgNThnFY+Y=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6lIXg0UQhJIUUcFN0Y3LCvaBbSyTyaQdOpmEmYlSQr7BnRsXirjUn3Hn3zh9LLT1wIXDOfdy7z1ezJnStv1tzc0vLC4t51byq2vrG5uFre26ihJJaI1EPJJNDyvKmaA1zTSnzVhSHHqcNrz+5dBv3FOpWCRu9CCmboi7ggWMYG2k9sNdyo+crJM65axTKNolewQ0S5wJKVaKj+f+7d5HtVP4avsRSUIqNOFYqZZjx9pNsdSMcJrl24miMSZ93KUtQwUOqXLT0c0ZOjCKj4JImhIajdTfEykOlRqEnukMse6paW8o/ue1Eh2cuSkTcaKpIONFQcKRjtAwAOQzSYnmA0MwkczcikgPS0y0iSlvQnCmX54l9XLJOSkdX5s0LmCMHOzCPhyCA6dQgSuoQg0IxPAEL/BqJdaz9Wa9j1vnrMnMDvyB9fkDCiaT+Q==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="CpSV1CnXTWmdV1ZpbaoZ419hrb0=">AAAB/nicbVDLSgMxFM34rPU1Kq7chBahIpYZEXVZ2o3LCvYBnbFk0rQNzSRDkikMQ8GP8AfcuFDErd/hrn9j+lho64ELh3Pu5d57gohRpR1nbK2srq1vbGa2sts7u3v79sFhXYlYYlLDggnZDJAijHJS01Qz0owkQWHASCMYVCZ+Y0ikooI/6CQifoh6nHYpRtpIbfu4wC7cs8dU90cerAg+LDOBB2077xSdKeAyceckX8p558/jUlJt299eR+A4JFxjhpRquU6k/RRJTTEjo6wXKxIhPEA90jKUo5AoP52eP4KnRunArpCmuIZT9fdEikKlkjAwnSHSfbXoTcT/vFasu7d+SnkUa8LxbFE3ZlALOMkCdqgkWLPEEIQlNbdC3EcSYW0Sy5oQ3MWXl0n9suheF6/uTRplMEMGnIAcKAAX3IASuANVUAMYpOAFvIF368l6tT6sz1nrijWfOQJ/YH39APlrl9s=</latexit>

l
w12
<latexit sha1_base64="riNEHAuByqCP8X6bMex+4qfgPiY=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLkCDkFHaDGI9BLx4jmAcma5idzCZDZmeXmVklLPsXXkQU8eqXePUm+jFOHgdNLGgoqrrp7vIizpS27U9raXlldW09s5Hd3Nre2c3t7TdUGEtC6yTkoWx5WFHOBK1rpjltRZLiwOO06Q3Px37zlkrFQnGlRxF1A9wXzGcEayNd390kPO0mTjnt5gp2yZ4ALRJnRgrVfPH7q/L+WOvmPjq9kMQBFZpwrFTbsSPtJlhqRjhNs51Y0QiTIe7TtqECB1S5yeTiFB0ZpYf8UJoSGk3U3xMJDpQaBZ7pDLAeqHlvLP7ntWPtn7oJE1GsqSDTRX7MkQ7R+H3UY5ISzUeGYCKZuRWRAZaYaBNS1oTgzL+8SBrlknNSOr40aZzBFBk4hDwUwYEKVOECalAHAgLu4QmeLWU9WC/W67R1yZrNHMAfWG8/vOGUsg==</latexit>

(l

l+1
w21
<latexit sha1_base64="BJWidOwy5u8afE2i/XYSh4Q5Dqc=">AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi51ESyCIJSZUlRwU3TjsoJ9YDuWTCbThmYyQ5JRytBvcOfGhSIu9Wfc+Temj4W2HriXwzn3kpvjxZwpbdvfVmZhcWl5JbuaW1vf2NzKb+/UVZRIQmsk4pFselhRzgStaaY5bcaS4tDjtOH1L0d+455KxSJxowcxdUPcFSxgBGsjtR/uUn7sDDtpybR8wS7aY6B54kxJoVJ4PPdv9z+qnfxX249IElKhCcdKtRw71m6KpWaE02GunSgaY9LHXdoyVOCQKjcd3zxEh0bxURBJU0Kjsfp7I8WhUoPQM5Mh1j01643E/7xWooMzN2UiTjQVZPJQkHCkIzQKAPlMUqL5wBBMJDO3ItLDEhNtYsqZEJzZL8+TeqnonBTL1yaNC5ggC3twAEfgwClU4AqqUAMCMTzBC7xaifVsvVnvk9GMNd3ZhT+wPn8ACieT+Q==</latexit>

bl2 ,
<latexit sha1_base64="IePbZRMiusB8OJ0KgEAaWSojLWc=">AAACG3icbZDLSgMxFIYzXmu9jbp0E1qELkqZGcS6LLpxWcFeoK3lTJq2ocnMkGSEMvQ9BPFV3LjwgivBhejDmF4W2vpD4OM/53Byfj/iTGnH+bSWlldW19ZTG+nNre2dXXtvv6rCWBJaISEPZd0HRTkLaEUzzWk9khSEz2nNH5yP67UbKhULgys9jGhLQC9gXUZAG6tte/41b3t53OyBEGA48Ub5pk81zHwRz0Cx3qTBa9tZp+BMhBfBnUG2lMl9fxVf7spt+73ZCUksaKAJB6UarhPpVgJSM8LpKN2MFY2ADKBHGwYDEFS1ksltI3xknA7uhtK8QOOJ+3siAaHUUPimU4Duq/na2Pyv1oh197SVsCCKNQ3IdFE35liHeBwU7jBJieZDA0AkM3/FpA8SiDZxpk0I7vzJi1D1Cu5J4fjSpHGGpkqhQ5RBOeSiIiqhC1RGFUTQLXpAT+jZurcerVfrbdq6ZM1mDtAfWR8/rw2jsw==</latexit>

l
w22
<latexit sha1_base64="uA5x4ogKtHHtRHVxO7+sROW9Jjk=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLkCDkFHaDGI9BLx4jmAcma5idzCZDZmeXmVklLPsXXkQU8eqXePUm+jFOHgdNLGgoqrrp7vIizpS27U9raXlldW09s5Hd3Nre2c3t7TdUGEtC6yTkoWx5WFHOBK1rpjltRZLiwOO06Q3Px37zlkrFQnGlRxF1A9wXzGcEayNd390kPO0m5XLazRXskj0BWiTOjBSq+eL3V+X9sdbNfXR6IYkDKjThWKm2Y0faTbDUjHCaZjuxohEmQ9ynbUMFDqhyk8nFKToySg/5oTQlNJqovycSHCg1CjzTGWA9UPPeWPzPa8faP3UTJqJYU0Gmi/yYIx2i8fuoxyQlmo8MwUQycysiAywx0SakrAnBmX95kTTKJeekdHxp0jiDKTJwCHkoggMVqMIF1KAOBATcwxM8W8p6sF6s12nrkjWbOYA/sN5+AL5nlLM=</latexit>

l
w13
l bl ,
w23
3

l
2,

l
l
2 , µ2 ,

l
2

1)th ConvBlock

l+1
w22

<latexit sha1_base64="ws9zkvE4uEYL361d9Wz8WknO6GM=">AAAB/XicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXeGwsVhFSpyqpEGWsYGEsEn1IbYgcx2mtOk5kO6ASRXwICwsDCLHyDaxsCD4G9zFAy5EsHZ1zru718WJGpbKsTyO3sLi0vJJfLaytb2xumds7TRklApMGjlgk2h6ShFFOGooqRtqxICj0GGl5g7OR37omQtKIX6phTJwQ9TgNKEZKS66512U67CPXhjdXKcvctGJnrnlgla0x4Dyxp+SgVix9f1Xf7+uu+dH1I5yEhCvMkJQd24qVkyKhKGYkK3QTSWKEB6hHOppyFBLppOPrM3ioFR8GkdCPKzhWf0+kKJRyGHo6GSLVl7PeSPzP6yQqOHFSyuNEEY4ni4KEQRXBURXQp4JgxYaaICyovhXiPhIIK11YQZdgz355njQrZfu4fHSh2zgFE+TBPiiCErBBFdTAOaiDBsDgFjyAJ/Bs3BmPxovxOonmjOnMLvgD4+0HDHOYtA==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="696qXUJBlZJbwZ7GJdX3baNhSMc=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9ehgQhp7CrYjwGvXiMYB6YrGF2MpsMmZ1dZmaVsOxfeBFRxKtf4tWb6Mc4eRw0WtBQVHXT3eVFnClt2x9WZmFxaXklu5pbW9/Y3Mpv7zRUGEtC6yTkoWx5WFHOBK1rpjltRZLiwOO06Q3Pxn7zhkrFQnGpRxF1A9wXzGcEayNd3V4nPO0mzmHazRftsj0B+kucGSlWC6Wvz8rbQ62bf+/0QhIHVGjCsVJtx460m2CpGeE0zXViRSNMhrhP24YKHFDlJpOLU7RvlB7yQ2lKaDRRf04kOFBqFHimM8B6oOa9sfif1461f+ImTESxpoJMF/kxRzpE4/dRj0lKNB8Zgolk5lZEBlhiok1IOROCM//yX9I4KDvH5aMLk8YpTJGFPShACRyoQBXOoQZ1ICDgDh7hyVLWvfVsvUxbM9ZsZhd+wXr9Br5mlLM=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="1jpDfG7b83FRWO3MnpTS9XQRMrE=">AAACGXicbZDLTgIxFIY7eEO8jbp000BMWBgyo0ZcEt24xEQuCeDkTCnQ0M5M2o4JIbyGG17FjQuNutSV0YexwCwUPEmTL/9/Tk7P70ecKe04n1ZqaXlldS29ntnY3NresXf3qiqMJaEVEvJQ1n1QlLOAVjTTnNYjSUH4nNb8/uXEr91RqVgY3OhBRFsCugHrMALaSJ7t+LfcOznCzS4IAVNu+lRDooo4AcW6M9uzc07BmRZeBDeBXCmb//4qvo7Lnv3ebIckFjTQhINSDdeJdGsIUjPC6SjTjBWNgPShSxsGAxBUtYbTy0b40Cht3AmleYHGU/X3xBCEUgPhm04BuqfmvYn4n9eIdee8NWRBFGsakNmiTsyxDvEkJtxmkhLNBwaASGb+ikkPJBBtwsyYENz5kxehelxwzwqn1yaNCzSrNDpAWZRHLiqiErpCZVRBBN2jB/SEnq2x9Wi9WG+z1pSVzOyjP2V9/ADJ+KKs</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="imhuKOs8ZeQ5f7qo4aI6O7AScbE=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9ehgQhp7AbxXgMevEYwTwwWcPsZDYZMju7zMwqYclfeBFRxKtf4tWb6Mc4eRw0saChqOqmu8uLOFPatj+t1NLyyupaej2zsbm1vZPd3aurMJaE1kjIQ9n0sKKcCVrTTHPajCTFgcdpwxucj/3GLZWKheJKDyPqBrgnmM8I1ka6vrtJ+KiTlI5GnWzeLtoToEXizEi+kit8f5XfH6ud7Ee7G5I4oEITjpVqOXak3QRLzQino0w7VjTCZIB7tGWowAFVbjK5eIQOjdJFfihNCY0m6u+JBAdKDQPPdAZY99W8Nxb/81qx9k/dhIko1lSQ6SI/5kiHaPw+6jJJieZDQzCRzNyKSB9LTLQJKWNCcOZfXiT1UtE5KR5fmjTOYIo0HEAOCuBAGSpwAVWoAQEB9/AEz5ayHqwX63XamrJmM/vwB9bbD7/slLQ=</latexit>

l+1
w31

l+1
w11
/
l+1
w12
/
<latexit sha1_base64="ZkXd7L1X4Ox25MMZnrFWc0GPUK0=">AAACA3icbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUXfqYrAIglAnIiq4KbpxWcE+sB2HTCbThmYeJBmlhAE3rv0LNwqKuPUn3Pk3po+Fth4IHM65h5t7vIRRIW3728hNTc/MzuXnCwuLS8sr5upaTcQpx6SKYxbzhocEYTQiVUklI42EExR6jNS97nnfr98SLmgcXcleQpwQtSMaUIykllxzQ93dKLYHM1dBmGX7qsV02EeuVsyiXbIHsCYJHJFiufh46l9vvVRc86vlxzgNSSQxQ0I0oZ1IRyEuKWYkK7RSQRKEu6hNmppGKCTCUYMbMmtHK74VxFy/SFoD9XdCoVCIXujpyRDJjhj3+uJ/XjOVwYmjaJSkkkR4uChImSVjq1+I5VNOsGQ9TRDmVP/Vwh3EEZa6toIuAY6fPElqByV4VDq81G2cgSHyYBNsg10AwTEogwtQAVWAwT14Aq/gzXgwno1342M4mjNGmXXwB8bnDyJnmiE=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="E6BqDunRLD0z25AKrlxM5C2O1VA=">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</latexit>

l
1 w21

l
l
1 (b1 , 1 ,

l
l
1 , µ1 ,

l
1)

1

<latexit sha1_base64="JWOTXJbjRBMN4MzuDjPHsXOYZhY=">AAACAXicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdSPoYrAIglCTIiq4KbpxWcE+sI1hMpm0QyeTMDNRSogbP8CfcCOoiFv/wp1/4/Sx0NYDA4dz7uHOPV7MqFSW9W1MTc/Mzs3nFvKLS8srq+baek1GicCkiiMWiYaHJGGUk6qiipFGLAgKPUbqXve879dviZA04leqFxMnRG1OA4qR0pJrbt7dpGzfztzULmUHaYvpqI9cLZgFq2gNACeJPSKFcuHx1L/efqm45lfLj3ASEq4wQ1I2bStWToqEopiRLN9KJIkR7qI2aWrKUUikkw4uyOCuVnwYREI/ruBA/Z1IUShlL/T0ZIhUR457ffE/r5mo4MRJKY8TRTgeLgoSBlUE+3VAnwqCFetpgrCg+q8Qd5BAWOnS8roEe/zkSVIrFe2j4uGlbuMMDJEDW2AH7AEbHIMyuAAVUAUY3IMn8ArejAfj2Xg3PoajU8YoswH+wPj8AUtpmRY=</latexit>

1

<latexit sha1_base64="d2kEVk2y3hNCQr2+oPBo/rMylUk=">AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi51ESyCIJSZKiq4KbpxWcE+sB1LJpNpQzOZIckoZeg3uHPjQhGX+jPu/BvTx0JbD9zL4Zx7yc3xYs6Utu1vKzM3v7C4lF3OrayurW/kN7dqKkokoVUS8Ug2PKwoZ4JWNdOcNmJJcehxWvd6l0O/fk+lYpG40f2YuiHuCBYwgrWRWg93KT90Bu30yLR8wS7aI6BZ4kxIoVx4PPdvdz8q7fxXy49IElKhCcdKNR071m6KpWaE00GulSgaY9LDHdo0VOCQKjcd3TxA+0bxURBJU0Kjkfp7I8WhUv3QM5Mh1l017Q3F/7xmooMzN2UiTjQVZPxQkHCkIzQMAPlMUqJ53xBMJDO3ItLFEhNtYsqZEJzpL8+SWqnonBSPr00aFzBGFnZgDw7AgVMowxVUoAoEYniCF3i1EuvZerPex6MZa7KzDX9gff4AC62T+g==</latexit>

l
3,

l
l
3 , µ3 ,

l
3

<latexit sha1_base64="p35a3WghjOQSEwoN7eichg+kieo=">AAAB/XicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXeGwsVhFSpyqpEGWsYGEsEn1IbYgcx2mtOk5kO6ASRXwICwsDCLHyDaxsCD4G9zFAy5EsHZ1zru718WJGpbKsTyO3sLi0vJJfLaytb2xumds7TRklApMGjlgk2h6ShFFOGooqRtqxICj0GGl5g7OR37omQtKIX6phTJwQ9TgNKEZKS66512U67CO3Am+uUpa5qV3JXPPAKltjwHliT8lBrVj6/qq+39dd86PrRzgJCVeYISk7thUrJ0VCUcxIVugmksQID1CPdDTlKCTSScfXZ/BQKz4MIqEfV3Cs/p5IUSjlMPR0MkSqL2e9kfif10lUcOKklMeJIhxPFgUJgyqCoyqgTwXBig01QVhQfSvEfSQQVrqwgi7Bnv3yPGlWyvZx+ehCt3EKJsiDfVAEJWCDKqiBc1AHDYDBLXgAT+DZuDMejRfjdRLNGdOZXfAHxtsPDgGYtQ==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="6JyUerF/E5wL7YHjOnIeWBNw69k=">AAAB/XicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXeGwsVhFSpyqpEGWsYGEsEn1IbYgcx2mtOk5kO6ASRXwICwsDCLHyDaxsCD4G9zFAy5EsHZ1zru718WJGpbKsTyO3sLi0vJJfLaytb2xumds7TRklApMGjlgk2h6ShFFOGooqRtqxICj0GGl5g7OR37omQtKIX6phTJwQ9TgNKEZKS66512U67CO3Am+uUpa5aaWSueaBVbbGgPPEnpKDWrH0/VV9v6+75kfXj3ASEq4wQ1J2bCtWToqEopiRrNBNJIkRHqAe6WjKUUikk46vz+ChVnwYREI/ruBY/T2RolDKYejpZIhUX856I/E/r5Oo4MRJKY8TRTieLAoSBlUER1VAnwqCFRtqgrCg+laI+0ggrHRhBV2CPfvledKslO3j8tGFbuMUTJAH+6AISsAGVVAD56AOGgCDW/AAnsCzcWc8Gi/G6ySaM6Yzu+APjLcfD4eYtg==</latexit>

l+1
w32
<latexit sha1_base64="Y5qNZ2t0sv7dKRVc7Q4GuSfmkTU=">AAAB83icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY96GAyCIITdKCp4CXrxGME8MFnD7OwkGTI7u8zMKmHZb/DmxYMiHvVnvPk3Th4HTSxoKKq66e7yIs6Utu1vKzM3v7C4lF3OrayurW/kN7dqKowloVUS8lA2PKwoZ4JWNdOcNiJJceBxWvf6l0O/fk+lYqG40YOIugHuCtZhBGsjtR7uEn7opO3kqJS28wW7aI+AZokzIYVy4fHcv939qLTzXy0/JHFAhSYcK9V07Ei7CZaaEU7TXCtWNMKkj7u0aajAAVVuMro5RftG8VEnlKaERiP190SCA6UGgWc6A6x7atobiv95zVh3ztyEiSjWVJDxok7MkQ7RMADkM0mJ5gNDMJHM3IpID0tMtIkpZ0Jwpl+eJbVS0TkpHl+bNC5gjCzswB4cgAOnUIYrqEAVCETwBC/wasXWs/VmvY9bM9ZkZhv+wPr8AQ0yk/s=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="NKw7nkE1ffpGZjJ+6PAabHXB1yU=">AAAB/XicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXeGwsViukTlVCEWWsYGEsEn1IbYgcx2mtOk5kO6ASVXwICwsDCLHyDaxsCD4G9zFAy5EsHZ1zru718WJGpbKsTyOzsLi0vJJdza2tb2xumds7DRklApM6jlgkWh6ShFFO6ooqRlqxICj0GGl6/bOR37wmQtKIX6pBTJwQdTkNKEZKS66512E67CO3DG+uUjZ0U7s8dM2CVbLGgPPEnpJCNV/8/qq839dc86PjRzgJCVeYISnbthUrJ0VCUczIMNdJJIkR7qMuaWvKUUikk46vH8IDrfgwiIR+XMGx+nsiRaGUg9DTyRCpnpz1RuJ/XjtRwYmTUh4ninA8WRQkDKoIjqqAPhUEKzbQBGFB9a0Q95BAWOnCcroEe/bL86RxWLKPS0cXuo1TMEEW7IM8KAIbVEAVnIMaqAMMbsEDeALPxp3xaLwYr5NoxpjO7II/MN5+ABEVmLc=</latexit>

(b)

<latexit sha1_base64="kLr+qgn9WYkPvwVcYO7D9WYOOio=">AAAB/XicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXeGwsVhFSpyppEWWsYGEsEn1IbYgcx2mtOk5kO6ASVXwICwsDCLHyDaxsCD4G9zFAy5EsHZ1zru718WJGpbKsTyOzsLi0vJJdza2tb2xumds7DRklApM6jlgkWh6ShFFO6ooqRlqxICj0GGl6/bOR37wmQtKIX6pBTJwQdTkNKEZKS66512E67CO3DG+uUjZ001J56JoHVtEaA84Te0oOqvnC91fl/b7mmh8dP8JJSLjCDEnZtq1YOSkSimJGhrlOIkmMcB91SVtTjkIinXR8/RAeasWHQST04wqO1d8TKQqlHISeToZI9eSsNxL/89qJCk6clPI4UYTjyaIgYVBFcFQF9KkgWLGBJggLqm+FuIcEwkoXltMl2LNfnieNUtE+Lh5d6DZOwQRZsA/yoABsUAFVcA5qoA4wuAUP4Ak8G3fGo/FivE6iGWM6swv+wHj7ARKbmLg=</latexit>

Nl−1 ×Nl ×k1 ×k2

l

w·il

l
3 w23

l+1
w21
/
l
l
l
l
l
l+1
2 (b2 , 2 , 2 , µ2 , 2 )
w22
/
<latexit sha1_base64="H96AvJYSC7V4wc+fCenRNWilAv4=">AAAB/3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqOBGF4NFEISaFFHBTdGNywr2gW0Mk8mkHTqZhJmJUmIWfoH/4MaFRdz6G+78G6ePhVoPDBzOuYd753gxo1JZ1peRm5mdm1/ILxaWlldW18z1jbqMEoFJDUcsEk0PScIoJzVFFSPNWBAUeow0vN7F0G/cESFpxK9VPyZOiDqcBhQjpSXX3Lq/TdmBnblp2c4O20wnfeSWXbNolawR4DSxJ6RYKT6d+Tc7g6prfrb9CCch4QozJGXLtmLlpEgoihnJCu1EkhjhHuqQlqYchUQ66ej+DO5pxYdBJPTjCo7Un4kUhVL2Q09Phkh15V9vKP7ntRIVnDop5XGiCMfjRUHCoIrgsAzoU0GwYn1NEBZU3wpxFwmEla6soEuw/355mtTLJfu4dHSl2zgHY+TBNtgF+8AGJ6ACLkEV1AAGD+AZvIKB8Wi8GG/G+3g0Z0wym+AXjI9veX2YCw==</latexit>
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Fig. 3. An example of NeuronScale with λi > 0.

Nl

testing for BN), and W ∈ R
, b ∈ R are the
weights of original convolutional layer in the lth ConvBlock
layer when k1 and k2 are the width and height of each filter.
Similarly, a LinearBlock layer consists of one linear layer,
the following normalization layer, and an activation function.
As a fully connected layer in DNNs is a simplified form of
convolutional layer, we focus on showing the invariant property in ConvBlock layer and all the operations or formulations
can be adapted to the fully connected layer. Moreover, as the
state-of-the-art DNNs are typically a collection of ConvBlock
layers and LinearBlock layers, the following invariance property in the prototypical ConvBlock also commonly exists in
more complicated DNN models with even other normalization
layers or activation functions (§VII).
In a specific ConvBlock layer, the inner layers with convolution or normalization parameters contain the same number
of neurons as the output channels, and the following pure
arithmetic functions are neuron-level operations without any
parameters. As a result, a ConvBlock layer can be regarded as
l
a vector of neurons {ni }N
i=1 according to previously defined
notation for the neurons in DNNs. The neuron nli is associated
with the parameters in current layer (i.e., w·il , bli , γil , βil , µli , σil )
and the next layer (i.e., wi·l ) directly, which we simply denoted
l+1
l
as incoming weights Wi,in
and outgoing weights Wi,out
,
l
l
respectively. Also, the activation map hi of the neuron ni with
input x can be written as follows:
l
hli (x; Wi,in
) = max(σReLU (γil

l
2 w12
l
2 w22
l
3 w13

(b)

Fig. 1. A ConvBlock (a) is a sequence of intermediate layers and (b)
is connected with other ConvBlock modules with incoming and outgoing
weights.
l

(l + 1)th ConvBlock
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• LayerShuffle. In order to define the shuffling equivalence,
we first denote a permutation function p on a vector of elements X = {x1 , x2 , ..., xh } as X·p = {xp(1) , xp(2) , ..., xp(h) },
where {p(i)}hi=1 is a random permutation of integers from
1 to h. Then we can randomly shuffle the nodes in each
intermediate layer f l with the incoming weights and outgoing
weights to obtain an equivalent model [39]. As shown in Fig.2,
we denote the LayerShuffle operation on the lth ConvBlock
layer of model f with a random permutation p (|p| = Nl )
as LS(f l , p) to obtain a new model f 0 . This operation first
applies the permutation p on the incoming weights to obtain
l
shuffled activation map as hli 0 = hli (x; Wp(i),in
) = hlp(i) , and
l+1 0
l+1
then shuffle the outgoing weights, i.e., wij
= wp(i)j
, to
produce the same activation map into the original order. We
present the rigorous proofs to the following propositions on
the invariance of neuron transforms in Appendix A.
Proposition 1. Consider a deep neural network f and a new
deep neural network f 0 obtained from f by a series of LayerShuffle operations LS(f l , pl ) to a collection of intermediate
layers picked at random. Then, for every input x, we have
f (x) = f 0 (x).
• NeuronScale. As the non-linear ReLU activation function
is non-negative homogeneity, we can multiply the incoming
weights and cancel out the effect by dividing the related
outgoing weights of a random selected neurons with a positive
scalar λ simultaneously for achieving an equivalent model
[38]. As Fig.3 shows, we denote the NeuronScale operation on
the neuron nli of model f with λi > 0 as N S(nli , λi ) to obtain
a new model f 0 . Formally, applying N S(nli , λi ) first multiplies
the incoming weights with λi to change the activation map
l
of the neuron nli , i.e., hli 0 = hli (x; λi Wi,in
) = λi hli , and
then divide the outgoing weights which connect the neuron
l+1 0
l+1
nli with other neurons, i.e., wij
= wij
/λi , to provide the

x + bli − µli
+βil )), (3)
σil

where the max pooling function pool in (2) is converted to
the max function. Then we introduce three operations on the
incoming weights and outgoing weights of randomly selected
neurons to obtain an equivalence of the DNN, which will
produce exactly the same result to the target model.
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same output for each neuron nl+1
in the next layer.
j

data distribution, because these invariant neuron transforms
can be applied blindly only with the full access to the
victim models. Moreover, as each one of the three invariant
transforms produces a model equivalence, it is plausible for the
attacker to apply the transforms iteratively and compositely.
Specifically, we consider an arbitrary ConvBlock (or LinearBlock) layer denoted as B = {ni }N
i=1 in the victim DNN.
To remove the possible identification information encoded
in this layer without any prior knowledge about the ownerspecific white-box watermark algorithms, we perform three
model equivalent operations for all of neurons in the layer
B. As a result, the incoming weights Wi,in and the outgoing weights Wi,out of each neuron in the layer B will (1)
scale up/down by N S function with a positive real number,
(2) move to other position within the current layer by LS
function with the permutation p, and (3) flip the signs by
SF functions according to the sign factor. To accelerate our
attack algorithm, we take advantage of the processor-efficient
parallel computation by extending the NeuronScale and the
SignFlip neuron transforms to layer-level operations, which
perform limited matrix multiplications on all the neurons of
the specific layer by the vector-form arguments.

Proposition 2. Consider a deep neural network f and a
new deep neural network f 0 obtained from f by a series of
NeuronScale operations N S(ni , λi ) to a collection of hidden
neurons picked at random. Then, for every input x, we have
f (x) = f 0 (x).
• SignFlip. Finally, we introduce another equivalent operation
innate to the BN layers. As shown in (3), we can rewrite the
intermediate feature of the node nli in lth layer before passing
forward to the activation function σReLU as follows:
γil

w·il

γ l wl
x + bli − µli
+βil = i l ·i
l
σi
σi

x+

γil (bli − µli )
+βil . (4)
σil

Then, reversing the positive or negative signs of γil , w·il , bli
and µli simultaneously can directly result in an equivalence of
the target model, as the activation function would receive the
same feature map as before. This interesting property allows us
to arbitrarily change the signs of the kernel weights and hidden
feature maps of the convolutional neuron nli right before BN
layer, while flipping the signs of pertinent scale and mean
values in the following BN layer to produce the same output
features, which can be denoted as SignFlip operation SF(nli ).

Algorithm 1 Our watermark removal attack.
Input: The victim model V .
Output: The modified model V 0 .
1: for each layer B in V do
2:
N ← the number of neurons in B
3:
Randomly generate permutation p from 1 to N .
4:
LS(B, p)
5:
Randomly generate λ = {λi |λi ∈ R+ }N
i=1 .
6:
N S(B, λ)
7:
Randomly generate s = {si |si ∈ {−1, 1}}N
i=1 .
8:
SF(B, s)
9: end for
10: return V 0

Proposition 3. Consider a deep neural network f and a new
deep neural network f 0 obtained from f by a series of SignFlip
operations SF(nli ) to a collection of hidden neurons picked
at random. Then, for every input x, we have f (x) = f 0 (x).
V. ATTACK F RAMEWORK
Below, we present our removal attack framework against
the white-box watermarking schemes, which invalidates the
extraction procedure of the owner-specific information embedded in the target model with no performance overhead. Based
on the set of neuron invariant transforms (§IV-B), our attack
in general consists of applying a chains of random invariant
transforms to entirely messes the original local features in
the specific set of weights used in white-box watermarks
while leaving the normal functionality intact. As almost all the
known white-box watermarking schemes heavily rely on the
local features of the watermark-related parameters/activations
(§IV-A), the perturbation caused by the invariant transformation always propagates through the mask matrix and the transformation matrix during the extraction phase and drastically
cracks the final extracted watermark message.
To remove the white-box watermarks strongly relying on the
intrinsic locality of DNNs, we combine the three invariant neuron transforms, i.e., LayerShuffle LS, NeuronScale N S and
SignFlip SF operations, into an integrated attack framework
for maliciously perturbing the local features of the specific
set of watermark-related parameters. To highlight the potential
effectiveness and wide applicability to various white-box watermarking algorithms with owner-specific hyper-parameters
(e.g. which layer is used to embed the model watermark), our
attack framework demands no prior knowledge on either the
details of white-box watermarking algorithms or the training

Algorithm 1 depicts the complete procedure of our removal
attack framework. With the victim model V as the input, our
attack algorithm outputs a modified model V 0 which is functionally equivalent to V but produces a fully random message
when judged by the watermarking verification algorithm. For
each ConvBlock (or LinearBlock) B in the victim model, our
attack first gets the number of neurons of this layer (Line 2),
denoted as N . Then we randomly generate three arguments in
vector form of length N to perform each equivalent operations,
including the random permutation p of integers from 1 to N
(Line 3), the scale factors λ = {λi |λi ∈ R+ }N
i=1 (Line 5), and
the sign factors s = {si |si ∈ {−1, 1}}N
i=1 (Line 7). Finally,
this attack algorithm will produce a model equivalence V 0 .
Attack Cost Analysis. Based on the model invariant property
to obtain an equivalence of the watermarked model, our
proposed removal attack provably leaves the original model
utility intact, involves no prior knowledge on the white-box
watermarking algorithms or on the distribution of the original training data. Furthermore, our attack procedure requires
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TABLE II
E FFECTIVENESS OF OUR ATTACK ON 9 MAINSTREAM WHITE - BOX MODEL WATERMARKS EMBEDDED IN INDUSTRY- LEVEL DNN S . R ESULTS IN THE
M ODEL U TILITY COLUMN REPORT THE PERFORMANCE OF THE PROTECTED MODEL BEFORE / AFTER OUR ATTACK . I N PASSPORT- BASED ROWS , THE
VALUES IN THE BRACKETS REPRESENT THE MODEL PERFORMANCE WITH PRIVATE PASSPORT OR PASSPORT- AWARE BRANCH .
Bit Error Rate (BER) of Extracted Watermarks
Category

Weight-based

Activation-based

Passport-based

Watermark Scheme

Model-Dataset

Model Utility

w/o. Attack

NeuronScale

LayerShuffle

SignFlip

Uchida et al. [13]

WRN-Cifar10

91.55%/91.55%

0

46.88%

54.38%

66.25%

50.63%

RIGA [14]

Inceptionv3-CelebA

95.90%/95.90%

0

44.18%

33.66%

52.03%

49.78%

IPR-GAN [18]

DCGAN-CUB200

54.33/54.33 (FID)

0

0

46.88%

50%

52.46%

Greedy Residuals [15]

ResNet18-Caltech256

55.05%/55.05%

0

2.73%

47.66%

51.95%

52.34%

Lottery Verification [19]

ResNet18-Cifar100

66.40%/66.40%

0

0

48.39%

0

48.39%

DeepSigns [21]

WRN-Cifar10

89.94%/89.94%

0

47.50%

51.88%

59.38%

50.63%

IPR-IC [20]

ResNet50+LSTM-COCO

72.06/72.06 (BLEU-1)

0

0

48.13%

50%

51.25%

DeepIPR [16]

ResNet18-Cifar100

67.94%/67.94%

0 (67.89%)

48.28% (1.13%)

50.43% (1.77%)

50% (4.91%)

52.15% (0.30%)

Passport-Aware [17]

ResNet18-Cifar100

74.78%/74.78%

0 (72.74%)

22.05% (1%)

50.54% (1%)

44.77% (1%)

51.73% (1%)

much less computational resource as the watermark removal
procedure only consists of several matrix multiplications compared with existing watermark removal attacks, which usually
involves more time-consuming operations, e.g., invoking the
extra training epochs to conduct fine-tuning or overwriting.

Unified Attack

watermarking schemes can no longer remain resilient against
our proposed attack, yielding an almost-random watermark
message after our removal attack. Table II summarizes the
results of our evaluation. In the following, we provide a caseby-case analysis on the vulnerability of existing watermark
schemes and how our attack is able to crack them by manipulating the local neuron features. More evaluation results of
our attack can be found in Appendix D.

VI. C ASE S TUDY
To validate the efficiency and effectiveness of our removal
attack, we make a comprehensive case study for evaluating
the prevalent vulnerability of 9 existing white-box watermark schemes from three mainstream categories, namely,
weight-based, activation-based and passport-based watermarking schemes (§IV-A), which are listed in Table II.
Evaluation Setups. For each watermarking scheme, we
strictly follow the same experiment settings from the official
implementations to reproduce a watermarked model for fair
evaluation. This includes but not limited to the model architecture, dataset and watermark-related hyper-parameters, on
which they claim the robustness to existing removal attacks.
Also, we employ the same signature s =“this is my signature”
in these known watermark schemes. These methods protect
the IP of diverse models, including ResNet, Inception for
image classification, DCGAN for image generation and LSTM
for image captioning task, which hence support the broad
applicability of our proposed attack. For attack effectiveness,
we use Bit Error Rate (BER), i.e., the proportion of modified
bits in the extracted watermark compared to the pre-defined
signature, to measure how much the watermark is tampered by
our removal attack. For utility loss, we report the performance
of watermarked model before/after our removal attack, i.e.,
FID for image generation and BLEU-1 for image captioning
task and classification accuracy for other tasks [18], [20]. We
view our attack succeeds if it raises the BER of the extracted
watermark to random bit strings (i.e., within a small margin of
50%), which ruins the ownership verification [51]. We provide
more detailed implementation of our attack in Appendix D.
Summary of Results. Existing watermarking schemes once
claim high robustness to some or all the previously known attacks. However, due to their heavy dependence on the elementlevel representation of the model parameters, most existing

A. Uchida et al. [13] (Weight-based)
Protection Mechanism. Uchida et al. [13] introduce the first
white-box watermarking approach, which has already been
used by a series of works [26], [52]. During ownership
verification, the authors first average the watermark-related
weights w ∈ RNl−1 ×Nl ×k1 ×k2 through first dimension and
flatten to ŵ ∈ R(Nl ·k1 ·k2 ) . Then, a pre-defined linear matrix
X and a threshold function Th at 0 further transform ŵ to a
binary string s0 , i.e., s0 = Th (X · ŵ), which is matched with
the owner-specific message s in terms of BER for validation.
Discussion. Although this scheme is previously shown to be
vulnerable to known attacks by, e.g., overwriting the existing
watermark by embedding his/her own watermarks into the
target model, known attacks however demand for the specific
prior knowledge of the watermark algorithm as well as the
distribution of original training dataset, which are usually
impractical. In this paper, we aim to disclose the underlying
insecurity of this algorithm by producing an equivalence of the
target model. Consider the extraction procedure of the ith byte
s0i from the victim model, i.e. s0i = Th (Xi · ŵ) ∈ {0, 1}, where
the linear transformation vector Xi is randomly sampled from
the normal distribution during embedding process. Apparently,
s0i will be altered once the signs of w are flipped simultaneously. Moreover, both of the local order and magnitude of
w have non-negligible influence on the sign of Xi · ŵ as Xij
would multiply with another factor ŵp(j) or scaled value λ· ŵj .
Evaluation Results. We follow their evaluation settings to
watermark a Wide Residual Network (WRN) trained on CIFAR10 dataset, which achieves 91.55% accuracy and 0 BER
[53]. With our attack framework, we successfully remove
the watermark from the victim model without causing any
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Protection Mechanism. Ong et al. present the first model watermark framework (black-box and white-box) to help intellectual property right (IPR) protection on generative adversarial
networks (GANs), a family of DNN models of wide applications in real world (e.g., generating realistic images/videos).
First invoking black-box verification to collect some evidence
from the suspect model via remote queries, Ong et al. propose
to use the white-box verification for further extracting the
watermark from the specific weights of suspicious model
which are accessed through the law enforcement.
Different from Uchida et al.’s [13], Ong et al. propose to
embed the identification information into the scale parameters
γ of the normalization layers, rather than the convolutional
weights. Correspondingly, the transformation function used in
watermark verification stage consists of only a hard threshold
function Th , which actually extracts the signs of γ in selected
normalization layers as a binary string, i.e., s0 = Th (γ).
Discussion. We focus on the white-box part of the watermark
method. Previous works have shown that the scale parameters
γ of normalization layers are more stable than the convolution weights against existing removal attacks and ambiguity
attacks, as small perturbation to these watermark-related parameters would cause significant drops to the original model
utility. However, as we shown in Section IV-B, local features
of the scale parameters can be perturbed, while leaving the
model utility intact via various invariant transformations. As
transformation function Th in this watermarking scheme will
completely maintain the changes of the signs and order of
these scale parameters, our attack successfully increases the
BER of extracted binary string to 52.34%.
Evaluation Results. We follow their evaluation setups to
watermark DCGAN trained on the CUB200 dataset, which
achieves 54.33 FID and has 0 BER [55]. With our proposed
removal attacks, the signature extracted from the scale parameters only has a 47.53% match to the pre-defined binary
signature while the original model utility to generate a specific
image of CUB200 dataset from the Gaussian noise is perfectly preserved with 54.33 FID. As the watermark extraction
procedure including mask matrix and sign function ignores
the magnitude of these scale parameters, NeuronScale has
no effect on removing the secret watermark, while other two
equivalences both completely confuse the ownership verification independently, as Table II shows.
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Fig. 4. BER of WRN watermarked by [13] after an α ratio of neurons are
modified by our attack. The dashed horizontal lines reports the BER of an
irrelevant model.

degradation to the original utility. Moreover, Fig.4 shows
applying NeuronScale or our unified attack on less than 10%
neurons in the victim model can completely erase the secret
watermark, while LayerShuffle and SignFlip become effective
removal attacks after increasing the number of modified neurons, indicating the underlying vulnerability of this algorithm.
B. RIGA [14] (Weight-based)
Protection Mechanism. Based on adversarial training and
more sophisticated transformation function, Wang et al. [14]
improve the covertness and robustness of previous whitebox watermarking techniques against watermark detection and
removal attacks. They train a watermark detector to serve as
a discriminator to encourage the distribution of watermarkrelated weights to be similar to that of unwatermarked models.
Meanwhile, they replace the watermark extractor, which is
originally implemented with a predefined linear transformation
[13], with a learnable fully-connected neural network (FCN),
for boosting the encoding capacity of watermarking messages.
Similar to Uchida et al. [13], the watermark-related weights
are first selected from the target model and then projected
to a binary string s0 via the FCN-based extractor (i.e., the
transformation function A).
Discussion. For strengthening the watermark covertness,
RIGA sorts the watermark-related weights before training the
discriminator, in consideration of the permutation invariance
of neural networks. However, the invariant properties of DNNs
are not properly tackled in their implementation of either the
watermark embedding or extraction processes. Simply replacing the linear transformation matrix in Uchida et al. [13] to a
learnable extractor can not completely eliminate the removal
threats from our attack based on invariant transformations.
As a result, RIGA algorithm is confront with the similar
but critical vulnerability to [13] as their watermark extraction
procedures only differ into the type of extractor.
Evaluation Results. We run the code of RIGA they publicly
released to reproduce a watermarked model of Inception-V3
trained on CelebA [54]. We employ the default setups that
the watermark is embedded into the third convolutional layer
of the target model and the extractor is a multiple layer
perceptron with one hidden layer. We perform our removal
attack to obtain an equivalent model which presents the same

D. Greedy Residuals [15] (Weight-based)
Protection Mechanism. This method utilizes the residuals
of a subset of important parameters to protect the model
intellectual property. To embed the owner-specific watermark,
Liu et al. [15] greedily select fewer and more important model
weights to build the residuals (i.e., Greedy Residuals), which
contributes to the decrements of the impairment caused by
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the updated parameters and improvements of the robustness
against various watermark attacks.
For ownership verification, Greedy Residuals extract the
identity information with only simple fixed steps without either
external data source or linear projection matrices. Specifically,
the transformation function A first applies a one-dimensional
average pooling over the flattened parameters ŵ in the chosen
convolutional layers, and then greedily takes the larger absolute values in each row by a ratio of η to build the residuals.
Finally, the secret binary string can be extracted from the signs
of residuals by hard threshold function Th after being averaged
to a real-valued vector. Formally, the extraction procedure can
be written as s0 = Th (Avg(Greedy(Avg pool 1D(ŵ)))).
Discussion. Greedy Residuals utilize some important parameters for embedding, which are more stable than choosing all
the convolution weights in the specific layer proved in their
ablation evaluations. However, the 1D average pooling and the
following greedy selection of the result vector both rely on
the neuron-level representations of the original weights in the
watermark-related layer. Moreover, they use Rivest-ShamirAdleman (RSA) algorithm to convert the identity information
into a 256-bit sequence as the model watermark, which largely
increases the length of an embeddable watermark. However,
the improvement of capacity sacrifices the robustness: once
the extracted watermark with few unmatched bits, they can
no longer match the predefined identity information provided
by the legitimate owner’s private key, producing insufficient
evidence for claiming the model ownership.
Evaluation Results. We run the source codes of Greedy
Residuals publicly released by the authors [56] to reproduce
a watermarked ResNet18 training on Caltech256 dataset with
55.05% accuracy and 0 BER. We first encrypt our identity
information by RSA algorithm into a binary string, then we
embed it on the parameters of the first convolution layer with
η = 0.5. We prove that our removal attack can utterly destroy
the model watermark embedded into the residual of fewer
parameters, leading to an increase in the BER to 52.34% on
average whereas the model utility remains unchanged.

Fig. 5. QR code extracted from ResNet-20 watermarked by [19] after an α
ratio of neurons are modified by our unified attack.

i.e., s0 = Th (Avg(m)). Finally, the confidential information
can be validated by scanning the extracted QR code.
Discussion. While most existing watermark techniques explore the specific model weights or prediction to embed the
secret watermark, the lottery verification leverages the sparse
topological information (i.e., the weight masks) to protect the
winning ticket by embedding a QR code which can be further
decoded into the secret watermark. However, the weight masks
are closely related to the positions of the winning ticket
parameters in the full model, which can be easily modified
by the permutation to the relative weights. Specifically, we
obtain the LayerShuffle equivalence of the trained winning
ticket by generating a shuffled weight mask, which cause
strong perturbation on the embedded watermark while has no
change on the model performance.
Evaluation Results. We follow the evaluation settings in the
original paper to watermark a ResNet20 training on CIFAR100 dataset, which achieves 66.41% accuracy and 0 BER [57].
Although the QR code has the ability to correct some errors
which improves the robustness against existing attacks, our
removal method is quite effective to perturb the pattern of
weight masks, invalidating the identity information decoding
procedure from the extracted QR code via modifying only a
few (e.g. 20%) neurons in the victim model as Fig.5 shows.
F. DeepSigns [21] (Activation-based)
Protection Mechanism. As a representative of activationbased white-box watermarking schemes, DeepSigns proposes
to embed the model watermark into the probability density
function (PDF) of the intermediate activation maps obtained
in different layers on the white-box scenario. Specifically,
DeepSigns adopts a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) as the
prior probability to characterize the hidden representations,
and considers the mean values of the PDF at specific layers
to share the same role as the watermark-related weights in
Uchida et al. [13]. Similar to the verification procedure of [13],
a transformation matrix A, randomly sampled in embedding
procedure, projects the mean values of chosen intermediate
features to a real-valued vector. With the final hard threshold
function, the resulted binary string s0 is matched to the ownerspecific watermark for claiming the model ownership.
Discussion. The notable difference between DeepSigns and
[13] is where to embed the model watermark. However, as
the hidden features utilized by DeepSigns are generated by
the weights in the preceding layer, e.g., ai = Wi · x + bi ,
the neuron level representations of these weights are closely
related to the output feature maps. For example, the order

E. Lottery Verification [19] (Weight-based)
Protection Mechanism. The Lottery Ticket Hypothesis (LTH)
explores a new scheme for compressing the full model to
reduce the training and inference costs. As the topological
information of a found sparse sub-network (i.e., the winning
ticket) is a valuable asset to the owners, Chen et al. propose a
watermark framework to protect the IP of these sub-networks
[19]. Specifically, they take the structural property of the
original model into account for ownership verification via
embedding the watermark into the weight mask in several
layers with highest similarity to enforce the sparsity masks to
follow certain 0-1 pattern. The proposed lottery verification
uses QR code to increase the capacity of the watermark
method. For watermark verification, this algorithm first selects
a set of watermark-related weight masks m by the mask matrix
M and then averages the chosen masks to a 2-dimensional
matrix, which is further transformed to a QR code via Th ,
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ACC with Private Passport (%)

of output features are shuffled concurrently after LayerShuffle
operations on the watermarked layer by permutation p, i.e.,
a0i = Wp(i) · x + bp(i) = ap(i) . As a result, DeepSigns is
almost as vulnerable as Uchida et al’s under our attack.
Evaluation Results. We run the source code of DeepSigns
from [58] to watermark a wide residual network trained on
CIFAR10. This watermarked WRN achieves 89.94% accuracy
and 0 BER. The ownership verification of the target model is
completely confused by our removal attacks, as the BER is
increased to 50.63% with the full original model functionality.
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Fig. 6. Performance of ResNet-18 (watermarked by DeepIPR) with the private
passport when an α ratio of neurons are modified by our attacks, where the
dashed horizontal line reports the original performance.

G. IPR-IC [20] (Activation-based)
Protection Mechanism. As previous model watermarking
schemes, which used to deploy in the classification models,
are insufficient to IP protection for image captioning models
and cause inevitable degradation to the image captioning
performance, Lim et al. [20] embed a unique signature into
Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) through hidden features.
In the ownership verification stage, the mask matrix M first
selects the hidden memory state h of given watermarking
image in protected RNN model. Then, the hard threshold
function transforms the chosen h to a binary string s0 , which
can be formally written as s0 = Th (h).
Discussion. Similar to DeepSigns [21] and IPR protection on
GANs [18], the neuron-level features including signs and orders are closely related to the hidden memory state. Although
the protected image captioning model contains an RNN architecture, the local features of neurons also suffer from invariant
neuron transforms including SignFlip and LayerShuffle. For
example, flipping the signs of weights related to the chosen h
in RNN cells and the weights in the dense layer, which decodes
the outputs of RNN into words, produces an equivalence of
the original model with the same output as tanh in RNN is an
odd function. More details can be found in Appendix B.
Evaluation Results. We run the official implementation
[59] to reproduce a watermarked Resnet50-LSTM trained on
COCO, which achieves 72.06 BLEU-1 and has 0 BER. With
our proposed removal attack, the signature extracted from the
hidden memory state h has 51.25% BER compared to the
owner-specific binary message, while no loss brings to the
image captioning performance. As the signature extracted from
the signs of h, NeuronScale is unable to increase the BER in
verification stage, while the other two equivalences both show
the strong effectiveness to the watermark removal (Table II).

In our evaluation, we focus on the following passport
verification scheme in [16]. This scheme generates two types
of passport layers simultaneously by performing a multi-task
learning, i.e., public passports for distribution and private
passports for verification, both of which are actually based
on normalization layers. Generally, DeepIPR leverages predefined digital passports P = {Pγ , Pβ } to obtain the scale and
the bias parameters of the private passport, which are written
as: γ = Avg(Wc Pγ ), β = Avg(Wc Pβ ), where Wc is the
filters of the precedent convolution layer, and
denotes the
convolution operation. DeepIPR adopts a similar watermark
extraction process as [13], where the transformation function
A converts the signs of the private γ into a binary string to
match the target signature.
Discussion. In their original evaluation on the DeepIPR’s
robustness, the private passport encoded with correct signature
achieves a similar classification accuracy to the public passport
against the existing removal attacks. By their design, forging
new passport layers is particularly tough due to the close
link between an accurate watermark and the non-degenerate
model performance. However, as the private γ and β are
obtained from the preceding convolution weights, DeepIPR
actually embeds the secret signature in the hidden output of
the convolutional layer with the weights Wc given the input Pγ
or Pβ . Similar to the activation-based watermarking scheme,
the neuron-level representations of the related parameters are
crucial to the BER of extracted signature. Moreover, the
equivalent transformations can invalidate the private passport,
as the private β would not align to the transformed model
any longer. We provide more analysis and proof of this
performance degradation in Appendix C.
Evaluation Results. We evaluate our attack on the watermarked ResNet18 trained on the CIFAR-100 dataset with
DeepIPR [60] which achieves 67.94% accuracy with public
passport and 67.89% accuracy with private passport, respectively. As DeepIPR replaces the BN layers in ResNet18 to
GN layers, we adapt our attack algorithms for NeuronScale
and SignFlip which are presented in Appendix B. As Fig.6
shows, our proposed removal attack successfully decreases the
performance of the model with private passports to 0.30% and
increases the BER to 52.15% after modifying all the weights
in the protected model (i.e. α = 1), while causing no change

H. DeepIPR [16] (Passport-based)
Protection Mechanism. DeepIPR is one of the earliest
passport-based DNN ownership verification schemes [16]. By
inserting an owner-specific passport layer during the watermark embedding procedure, DeepIPR is designed to claim the
ownership not only based on the extracted signature from the
specific model parameters but also on the model inference
performance with the private passport layer. Consequently, this
scheme shows high robustness to previous removal attacks and
especially to the ambiguity attacks, which mainly forges counterfeit watermarks to cast doubts on the ownership verification.
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Applicable to More Normalization Layers. Similar to the
case of batch normalization we can obtain a SignFlip equivalence of the target model with group normalization, instance
normalization or layer normalization by only reversing the
signs of learnable parameters in the normalization layer and
the preceding convolution/linear layer. Although the statistic
values of these normalization layers are calculated on the fly
during inference and the adversary is unable to modify them
directly, the modifications on the trainable parameters of the
preceding layers already result in sign flips in these calculated
statistic values to produce a equivalent model, which is also
corroborated by our evaluation results in Section VI-H.
Applicable to More Activation Functions. Similar to the
case of ReLU, our attacks are applicable to the DNNs with
other activation functions such as LeakReLU, PReLU, RReLU
and tanh [62], [63], only if the activation function σ satisfies
σ(ax) = aσ(x) with a ∈ R in testing. We admit some
other activation functions, e.g., sigmoid, would disable the
equivalence under NeuronScale. Nevertheless, it has limited
effect on the effectiveness of our unified attack framework
when attacking DNN architectures with these special activation functions, as the other two transforms (i.e., SignFlip
and LayerShuffle) are able to remove the potential watermark
regardless of the choice of activation functions.
Applicable to Other Complex Model Architectures. Besides, our removal attack can be easily applied to the watermarked DNNs with special connections between the neurons of different layers, e.g. ResNet with shortcuts [1] and
Inception-V3 with parallel convolution [3] operations, which
have much more complicated architecture than the simple
convolutional neural networks. For example, we can obtain
the equivalent branches in each Inception block separately to
remove the embedded watermark in Inception-V3. Only if the
adversary knows well about the forwarding computation in
the target DNN, which is a common knowledge in white-box
watermarking settings, he/she can readily extend our attack
with small adjustments, which is left for future works.
Revealing the Vulnerability of Other Works. During our
extensive literature research, we surprisingly discover that
not only the white-box watermarking schemes but also other
works overly depend on the specific local model features
which are vulnerable to our proposed attack. For example,
Chen et al [64] present DEEPJUDGE, a testing platform
based on non-invasive fingerprint for copyright protection of
DNNs, which measures the similarity between the suspect
model and victim model using multi-level testing metrics.
Despite the authors claiming strong robustness against various
attacks in their evaluation, we notice that 4 of the 6 testing
metrics in DEEPJUDGE measure the distance between the two
models’ hidden layer/neuron outputs in the white-box scenario,
ignoring the existence of equivalent victim models which can
be produced by invariant neuron transforms. For example,
LayerShuffle would cause the outputs of the transformed
model to be no longer be aligned with the outputs of the
original victim model, which may therefore invalidate the
copyright statement. We strongly suggest existing defensive

in the accuracy of the original model with the public passports.
I. Passport-aware Normalization [17] (Passport-based)
Protection Mechanism. Zhang et al. [17] propose another
passport-based watermark method without modifying the target network structure, which would otherwise incur notable
performance drops. They adopt a simple but effective strategy
by training the passport-free and passport-aware branches in
an alternating order and maintaining the statistic values independently for the passport-aware branch at the inference stage.
Similar to DeepIPR, the authors design the learnable γ, β to
be relevant to the original model for stronger ownership claim.
During the extraction of model watermarks, the transformation
function A first projects the γ by an additional FCN model to
an equal-length vector and then utilizes the signs of the vector
to match the target signature.
Discussion. While this method improves DeepIPR in terms of
model performance by preserving the network structure, we
discover it still relies on the same set of local neuron features
as in DeepIPR. Even the improved transformation function
A in this method including linear transformation and sign
function can hardly block the modification on neuron-level
representations of the watermark-related parameters (i.e., the
convolution weights before the passport-aware branch).
TABLE III
E XTRACTED SIGNATURES AND THE MODEL ACCURACY WHEN AN α RATIO
OF NEURONS ARE MODIFIED BY OUR ATTACK . VALUES IN THE BRACKET
REPORT THE MODEL ACCURACY WITH THE PASSPORT- AWARE BRANCH .
α
0
1/16
1/8
1/4
1/2
1

Signature s
this is my signature
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BER (%)

Accuracy (%)

0
8.04
16.46
30.28
45.83
50.96

74.68 (72.73)
74.68 (1.00)
74.68 (1.00)
74.68 (1.00)
74.68 (1.00)
74.68 (1.00)

Evaluation Results. When we embed the model watermark
into a ResNet18 trained on the CIFAR-100 via passportaware normalization [61], we are able to achieve 0 BER,
while preventing the original model utility from unacceptable
drops. As Table III shows, when we gradually modify a
certain proportion of neurons with our attack, the signature
extracted from the victim model becomes increasingly unreadable, especially when α ≥ 1/8. Specifically, LayerShuffle and
SignFlip demonstrate sufficient effectiveness to remove this
white-box watermark and invalidate the passport-aware branch
independently, while NeuronScale boosts the BER to 22.05%
and turns the model performance with passport-aware branch
from 72.74% to random guess (i.e., 1%).
VII. D ISCUSSIONS
A. Coverage of Victim Models
First, we discuss the broad applicability of our attack based
on invariant neuron transforms on other architectural options
of DNN models. The rigorous analysis and proofs for the
broader applicability can be found in Appendix B.
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works involving DNNs further rethink the robustness when
invariant neuron transforms are available to attackers.

specified signature, while preventing the original model utility
from any unexpected impairment by reversing the signs of
other relative parameters to obtain a SignFlip equivalence
of the victim model. As a result, the legitimate owner is
unable to claim the ownership of the victim model inserted
with the owner’s private passports due to the unmatched poor
accuracy and the high BER, whereas the adversary is able to
extract his/her own signature from the suspect model, perfectly
matching with the adversary’s identity information.
As a final remark, we highlight that the extension of
our removal attack to an effective overwriting attack is a
post-processing technique at almost no cost, while previous
works [30] overwrite the existing watermark by running the
watermark algorithm again to embed a new watermark. This
requires unrealistic access to prior knowledge such as the
original training set and details of the watermark schemes,
along with additionally more computing resources.

B. Black-box vs. White-box Watermarking Algorithms
Existing black-box watermark schemes [22], [25] mostly
embed the identity information into the input-output patterns
of the target model on a secret trigger set (similar to backdoor
attacks [65]). This inevitably degrades the original model
utility. As reported in [22], the trade-off is sometimes evident
between successfully embedding a black-box watermark and
correctly producing predictions on normal inputs. Moreover,
recent progresses on backdoor defenses also expose a new
attack surface of these black-box watermark techniques [36],
[66], [67]. Specifically, the adversary can either remove the
secret watermark via performing specific transforming to the
trigger data or throw doubt on the security of the watermarked
model by successfully detecting some trojaned neurons.
As the black-box and white-box watermarking schemes
do not conflict with each other, some recent works combine
them to provide more robust protection to the model IP [16]–
[19], [21]. During their watermark verification, these hybrid
watermark algorithms first collect sufficient evidence via remote queries to the suspect models. Then, the owner further
attains the full access of the model with law enforcement to
detect the identity information in the model internals, which
yields a strong copyright statement. As our attack framework
breaks most of the existing verification procedures in whitebox watermark algorithms, these hybrid watermark schemes
could hardly survive under our attack.
Recently and concurrently with our work, Lukas et al.
at S&P’22 [68] also evaluate whether existing watermarking schemes are robust against known removal attacks. Our
work reveals the vulnerability of the white-box watermarking
schemes which claim high robustness, while Lukas et al.
mainly focus on black-box ones. Although they demonstrate
a preliminary feature permutation attack against DeepSigns
[21], they incorrectly claim that other white-box watermarks
(e.g., [13]) are permutation-invariant. It is a false sense of
robustness. We prove that shuffling the weights from the first
two dimensions by blindly applying our proposed LayerShuffle
still cracks the victim model (§VI). Based on a systematic
study of invariant neuron transforms and their implication
on the security of white-box watermarks, our work requires
no prior knowledge to the watermark algorithms and training
data distribution, while causing no utility loss. However, the
requirements on prior information and a clear performance
drop are proven to be inevitable in their evaluation.

D. Potential Mitigation Strategies
As our removal attack produces an equivalence of the victim
model, a straightforward defense is to recover the original
model before watermark verification by inverting the applied
neuron transforms. However, our unified attack framework
consists of a chain of different neuron transforms, which
makes the reverse-engineering a non-trivial task. Moreover,
our removal attack can combine with any post-processing
techniques such as fine-tuning and pruning, which further
increases the cost to recover the original model with ownerspecific watermarks. Considering the core vulnerability of
most known white-box algorithms, future works on robust
watermark algorithms should consider the robustness under
invariant neuron transforms into account. For example, it is
plausible to sort the chosen weights before calculating the
watermark-related regularization loss during the watermark
embedding phase. As a result, the owner can reorder the
LayerShuffle equivalence of the victim model to detect their
identity information. It is worth to note that a potential
mitigation on the vulnerability should not sacrifice the utility
of the original model and the reliability of the watermark
algorithm, which indeed ensures minimal false positive in
verification but to some degree intensifies the challenges of
mitigating our attack. We hope future works would devise
robust white-box algorithms against our removal attack.
VIII. C ONCLUSION
By thoroughly analyzing the protection mechanisms of
existing white-box model watermarks, we reveal their common
yet severe vulnerability under invariant neuron transforms,
which our work intensively exploits to arbitrarily tamper
the internal watermark while preserving the model utility.
Through extensive experiments, we successfully crack 9 stateof-the-art white-box model watermarks which claim robustness against most previous removal attacks, but are reduced
to be almost random under our attack when no loss of model
utility is incurred and no prior knowledge of the training
data distribution or the watermark methods is required. We

C. Extension of Our Attack
By converting random invariant neuron transforms to particular ones, our proposed attack is readily for watermark
overwriting, which implants the identity information of malicious users. For example, we could incorporate any binary
signature into the specific scale parameters of a victim model
watermarked by DeepIPR. Specifically, the adversary can force
the signs of scale weights of selected layers to match the
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urgently alarm future works on white-box model watermarks
to evaluate the watermark robustness under invariant neuron
transforms before deploying the watermark protocol in realworld systems. Moreover, it would be very meaningful to
search for more robust and resilient internal model features,
which should be at least invariant under our exploited three
types of invariant transforms, for model watermarking.
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A. Omitted Proofs for Invariant Neuron Transforms
We first present the rigorous proofs to three invariant
neuron transforms on the fully connected networks (FCNs) and
simple deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs), with batch
normalization layer and ReLU activation in each LinearBlock
or ConvBlock layer. As a fully connected layer in DNNs
is a simplified form of convolutional layer, we focus on
showing the invariant property in a ConvBlock. For the ith
neuron in the lth layer of the target model, as shown in
Section IV-B, the associated parameters can be grouped as
Nl−1 l
l
l
}r=1
, bi , γil , βil , µli , σil } and
= {{wr,i
incoming weights Wi,in
l+1 Nl+1
l
outgoing weights Wi,out = {wi,j }j=1 , where the output is
l
). As the outgoing weights of the lth
denoted as hli (x; Wi,in
layer is actually the convolutional weights in the (l + 1)th
layer, the output of the (l + 1)th layer can be written as:
l+1 Nl
f l+1 (f l ; {Wi,in
}i=1 ) = {max · σ(γil+1
Nl+1
βil+1 )}i=1
,

l

where f =

l
{hli }N
i=1

l
Wi,out
f l +bl+1
−µl+1
i
i

σil+1

+

is derived by Equation (3).

Proof for Proposition 1. With a LayerShuffle operation
LS(f l , p) on the lth layer of the target model f to get
l
a new model f 0 , the permutation p = {p(i)}N
i=1 reorders
l 0
the incoming weights and outgoing weights to Wi,in
=
Nl−1 l
l
l
l
l
l
l
{{wr,p(i) }r=1 , bp(i) , γp(i) , βp(i) , µp(i) , σp(i) } = Wp(i),in
N

l+1
l+1
l
0
l
and Wi,out
= {wp(i),j
}j=1
= Wp(i),out
, respectively. As
l0
l
l
a result, hi = hi (x; Wp(i),in ) = hlp(i) and then we have
Nl
l
th
l
f l0 = {hli 0 }N
layer,
i=1 = {hp(i) }i=1 . For the (l + 1)
l
l+1
LS(f , p) only shuffles the order of W
in the first
dimension, which is actually the outgoing weights of the
l
0
lth layer. Then, the intermediate result Wi,out
f l0 of the
th
l
l
(l +1) layer, which can be written as Wp(i),out {hlp(i) }N
i=1 ,
l
l
is exactly equal to Wi,out
f produced by the original
model, leaving the output of the (i + 1)th layer intact,
i.e., f l+10 = f l+1 . As this LayerShuffle operation does not
modify the other parameters in the following layers, we have
f (x) = f 0 (x) for every x.

Proof for Proposition 2. With the NeuronScale operation
N S(nli , λi ) on each neuron in the lth layer of the target model
l
f to get a new model f 0 , the float-point vector λ = {λi }N
i=1
rescales the incoming weights and the outgoing weights
Nl−1
l 0
l
= {{λi wr,i
to Wi,in
}r=1
, λi bli , λi γil , λi βil , λi µli , λi σil } =
Nl+1
l+1
l
l
0
l
λi Wi,in
and Wi,out
= {wi,j /λi }j=1
= Wi,out
/λi , respecl0
l
l
tively. As a result, hi = hi (x; λi Wi,in ) = λi hli and then
l Nl
th
l
we have f l0 = {hli 0 }N
i=1 = {λi hi }i=1 . For the (l + 1)
l
l+1
layer, N S(ni , λ) only scales down W , which is actually
the outgoing weights of the lth layer. Then, the intermediate
l
0
result Wi,out
f l0 of the (l + 1)th layer, which can be
l
l
written as (Wi,out /λi ) {λi hlp(i) }N
i=1 , is exactly equal to
l
Wi,out
f l produced by the original model, leaving the output
of the (i + 1)th layer intact, i.e., f l+10 = f l+1 . As this
NeuronScale operation does not modify the other parameters
in the following layers, we have f (x) = f 0 (x) for every x.
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Proof for Proposition 3. With the SignFlip operation SF(nli )
on each neuron in the lth layer of the target model f to
get a new model f 0 , the signs of most incoming weights
(i.e., γil , w·il , bli and µli ) are flipped, which can be written as
Nl−1
l 0
l
Wi,in
= {{−wr,i
}r=1
, −bli , −γil , βil , −µli , σil }. As a result,
l 0
l
hli 0 = hli (x; Wi,in
) = hli and then we have f l0 = {hli 0 }N
i=1 =
l
l Nl
{hi }i=1 , which is exactly equal to f produced by the original
model, leaving the output of the ith layer intact. As this
SignFlip operation does not modify the other parameters in
the following layers, we have f (x) = f 0 (x) for every x.

Applicable to More Activation Functions. We assume the
activation function in most victim models as ReLU for convenience, as NeuronScale leverages the non-negative homogeneity, i.e. σReLU (λx) = λσReLU (x) for every λ > 0,
which is also presented in the other kinds of rectified units,
i.e., leaky rectified linear units (Leaky ReLU), parametric
rectified linear units (PReLU) and randomized rectified linear
units (RReLU). Formally, these activation functions can be
formulated as σ(x) = ax, where a = 1 for every x ≥ 0
otherwise a > 0 remains fixed in testing. Similarly, we can set
the positive factors λ to leverage the NeuronScale operations,
as the scale ratio λ of features is preserved through these linear
units, i.e., σ(λx) = λσ(x).
Moreover, the activation function of tanh, which is widely
deployed in RNN models, has the property that tanh(x) =
tanh(−x) for all x ∈ R. We can utilize it to obtain a SignFlip
equivalence of the victim model by N S(ni , −1), as the signs
of the incoming and the outgoing weights of the neuron ni are
reversed while the original model utility is perfectly preserved.
Applicable to Other Complex Model Architectures. As
most victim models in Section VI are more complicated than
ConvBlock, we adapt our attack algorithm by carefully setting
p, λ, s for each layer.
For ResNet [1], we consider the lth residual block Rl which
usually consists of two ConvBlock (denoted as B1l , B2l ) and a
skip connection S l between the input xl and the output y l
of this residual block. The forward propagation of Rl can be
formulated as: y l = B2l (B1l (xl )) + S l (xl ), where the skip
connection S l is an identity function or a ConvBlock. As
only modifying the inner weights of the target ConvBlock,
the SignFlip operation can be directly employed to ResNet
with shortcuts layer-by-layer. LayerShuffle and NeuronScale
on residual block are quite different due to the skip connection
S l . As the modified output of the first ConvBlock B1l can
be calibrated (e.g., re-ordering or re-scaling) by the weights
in the second ConvBlock B2l , LayerShuffle and NeuronScale
are applicable to B1l with no adjustment. Once we apply
LayerShuffle and NeuronScale on B2l , the output of shortcut
S l should be transformed in the same way to align the features
from B2l in the forward computation of a residual block. As a
result, we set the same p and s for the second ConvBlock and
the shortcut of each residual block when they have the same
number of neurons, yielding LayerShuffle and NeuronScale
equivalence.
For Inception-V3 [3], the inception modules apply multiple
sizes of kernel filters to extract multiple representations. We
consider the lth inception module I l in Inception-v3 which
usually consists of several branches BiL , where each branch
Bil is a sequence of ConvBlock. Then, for a given input xl , the
forwarding computation of I L with n branches can be written
as: y l = Concatenate(B1l (xl ), B2l (xl ), ..., Bnl (xl )).
Similarly, SignFlip can be directly applied to the Inception
model layer-by-layer. As the output features of the branches
are concatenated with each other rather than added elementwise, we only take care of the outgoing weights to get
LayerShuffle and NeuronScale equivalence. For each Bil (not

B. Omitted Details on Attack Extension
In Section VII-A, we discuss the broad applicability of our
attack on other watermarked models with various architecture,
not limited to simple convolutional neural network with ReLU
activations and batch normalization layers. We provide more
detailed analysis and proofs in this section.
Applicable to More Normalization layers. For group norl
malization, the neurons in the lth layer (i.e., {nli }N
i=1 ) are first
th
divided into G groups. Formally, the k group can be denoted
k∗Nl /G
as {nli }i=(k−1)∗N
. Different from BN, GN computes the
l /G+1
statistic values for each group independently throughout both
the training and testing phases. Similar to Eq. (4), the output of
the ith neuron which belongs to the k th group can be formally
written as:
γil

w·il

x + bli − µlk
γil w·il
γil (bli − µlk )
l
+β
=
x+
+βil , (5)
i
σkl
σkl
σkl

where µk and σk are the mean and variance of the k th group.
To obtain a SignFlip equivalence, we only reverse the signs
of γi , w·il and bli in each neuron. Then, we have µ0k = −µk and
σk0 = σk by definition. Finally, after our SignFlip operation,
the output of each neuron with group normalization is exactly
same as the original result.
To obtain a LayerShuffle equivalence, we can first shuffle
the neurons within each group and then further reorder these
G groups within each layer. Specifically, for the k th group in
the lth layer, we randomly generate permutation pk,in from 1
to Nl /G and permutation pl,out from 1 to G. Then, we obtain
the final permutation p for the lth layer as p(i) = (pl,out (k) −
1)Nl /G + pk,in (r), where the ith neuron belongs to the k th
group and i = (k − 1)Nl /G + r. With permutation p, we have
µ0k = −µpl,out (k) and σk0 = σpl,out (k) by definition. As a result,
we can transform the model with GN layers by LS(B l , p) as
is shown in Section IV-B to obtain a LayerShuffle equivalence.
To obtain a NeuronScale equivalence, we scale up/down the
incoming/outgoing weights of each neuron which belongs to
the k th group in the lth layer with the same positive factor
αk . Then we leverage N S(nli , αk ) for the ith neuron in k th
group to obtain a NeuronScale equivalence.
Moreover, instance normalization and layer normalization
are both the simplified forms of group normalization, once we
set the G in group normalization to Nl and 1, respectively. As
a result, our attack based on invariant neuron transforms can
be further applied to the model with these three normalization
layers, i.e., GN, IN and LN.
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last layer) in the ith branch, we can shuffle or scale the weights
independently. For the last ConvBlock in each branch, the
outgoing weights spread into a few branches if following another inception module. Then, we can obtain the corresponding
invariant models by LayerShuffle and NeuronScale.

l
0
l
Similarly, we have βi,pri
= βp(i),pri
, µli,pri 0 = µlp(i),pri
l
0
l
and σi,pri
= σp(i),pri
in private passport of the lth Conl0
l
vBlock. As a result, yi = yp(i)
. However, the performance of
th
(l + 1) ConvBlock will be degraded as the learnable parameters are transformed with the wrong alignment unexpectedly,
l+1 0
l+1
l
Pγl+1 ), which can not be
e.g. γi,pri
= Avg({wp(j),i
}N
j=1
calibrated by transforming other model parameters.
For NeuronScale transformation on lth ConvBlock in victim
model, N S(B l , λ) scales up/down the incoming/outgoing
weights of each neuron to preserve the original model per(l+1)
l 0
l
formance, i.e. wc,i
= λi wc,i
, λi bli = bli , and wi,j 0 =
(l+1)
wi,j /λi . Then, the parameter in private passport of the lth
ConvBlock is transformed correspondingly. For example, the
l
0
scale weight is generated as follows: γi,pri
= Avg(w·il 0
l
l
l
l
Pγ ) = Avg(λi w·i Pγ ) = λi γi,pri .
l
0
l
Similarly, we have βi,pri
= λi βi,pri
, λi µli,pri 0 = λi µli,pri
l
0
l
and σi,pri = λi σi,pri in private passport of the lth ConvBlock.
As a result, yil 0 = λi yil . However, the performance of (l + 1)th
ConvBlock will be degraded as the learnable parameters are
transformed with the wrong alignment unexpectedly, e.g.
l+1 0
l+1
l
γi,pri
= Avg({wj,i
/λj }N
Pγl+1 ), which can not be
j=1
calibrated by transforming other model parameters.
Passport-aware Normalization. This watermark scheme is
applicable to batch normalization layer and generate the
learnable parameters in private passport by the an additional
l
FCN model with digital passports, i.e., γpri
= f (wl Pγl ),
l
l
l
βpri = f (w
Pβ ), where f is a fixed FCN provided by the
owner in watermark verification stage. As our attack based on
invariant transformations randomly converts the local feature
of the convolution weights wl , the parameters of f need to
be transformed correspondingly to align with the wl0 Pγl
l 0
l
and wl0 Pβl otherwise the result γpri
and βpri
can not be
calibrated by modifying other weights in the victim model.
However, it is impossible as the owner has no knowledge to
the specific invariant transformations on the suspect model. As
a result, the performance of the model with passport-aware
branch drops quickly when we modify few neurons of the
victim model which is illustrated in Fig.9.

C. Omitted Analysis for the Degradation of Passport Utility
The watermark schemes [16], [17] are designed to claim
the ownership by both the low BER of extracted signature
and the high model utility of private passports. As is shown in
Section VI, γ and β in the private passport are closely related
to the convolution weights in the precedent convolution. To
analyze the degradation of the model performance with private
passport after our attack, we consider the lth ConvBlock in
victim model. Formally, the output of the private passport in
B l can be written as:
l
yil = γi,pri

w·il

xl + bli − µli,pri
l
σi,pri

l
+ βi,pri
,

(6)

l
l
l
where γi,pri
, βi,pri
, µli,pri and σi,pri
are the parameters in the
private passport.
DeepIPR. In this watermark scheme, the normalization layers
are replaced by GN and the learnable parameters in private
l
passport are generated by the digital passports, i.e., γi,pri
=
l
l
l
l
l
Avg(w·i Pγ ), βi,pri = Avg(w·i Pβ ). In the following,
We proof the degradation of the model with private passports
through the unexpected and irreversible modification on the
γi,pri and βi,pri after our attack.
To obtain SignFlip equivalence, SF(nli ) only reverses the
signs of γil , w·il and bli as µli and σil in the GN are calculated
on the fly, which can be proved to preserve the original model
utility. As a result, the parameters in the private passport are
transformed correspondingly. For example, the scale weight is
generated as follows:
l
0
γi,pri
= Avg(w·il 0

Pγl ) = Avg(−w·il

l
Pγl ) = −γi,pri
. (7)

l
0
l
Similarly, we have βi,pri
= −βi,pri
, µli,pri 0 = −µli,pri and
l
0
l
σi,pri
= σi,pri
in private passport after the SignFlip operation.
Then, the output of transformed private passport is altered as:
l
yil 0 = −γi,pri
l
= γi,pri

−w·il

w·il

xl + bli − (−µli,pri )
l
σi,pri

xl + bli − µli,pri
l
σi,pri

D. Implementation Details and More Evaluation Results
l
− βi,pri

(8)

l
− βi,pri
6= −yil ,

(9)

Hyper-parameters in Our Attack. For each white-box watermark scheme evaluated in Section VI, we follow the default
settings in their source code released in [53]–[61] to reproduce
the watermarked model. To obtain a LayerShuffle equivalence
by LS(B, p), we randomly generate the permutation p for each
layer by the function random.permutaion() in NumPy [69].
For NeuronScale operations N S(B, λ), we arbitrarily select
the positive factor λi from the candidate set {2i }16
i=0 to scale
up/down the incoming/outgoing weights of each neuron. For
layer-level SignFlip operation SF(B, s) used in Algorithm 1,
we first generate an equal-length vector x randomly sampled
from the standard normal distribution and then obtain s by
extracting the signs of x.
Experimental Environments. All our experiments are conducted on a Linux server running Ubuntu 16.04, one

l
where the sign of βi,pri
is reversed unexpectedly which can
not be calibrated by transforming other model parameters.
For LayerShuffle transformation on lth ConvBlock in victim model, LS(B l , p) permutes the order of incoming and
outgoing weights of each neuron to preserve the original
l 0
l
model performance, i.e. wc,i
= wc,p(i)
, bli = blp(i) , and
(l+1)

(l+1)

wi,j 0 = wi,p(j) . Then, the parameter in private passport
of the lth ConvBlock is transformed correspondingly. For
l
0
example, the scale weight is generated as follows: γi,pri
=
l 0
l
l
l
l
Avg(w·i
Pγ ) = Avg(w·p(i) Pγ ) = γp(i),pri .
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AMD Ryzen Threadripper 2990WX 32-core processor and 1
NVIDIA GTX RTX2080 GPU.
Omitted Results on Other Watermarking Schemes. In
Fig.8, we present the omitted results accompanying Fig.4
in the main text. In Fig.9, we present the omitted results
accompanying Fig.6 in the main text.
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Fig. 8. BER of the watermarked models after a certain proportion of neurons being modified by our attacks. The dashed horizontal lines reports the BER of
the irrelevant model.

Fig. 9. Performance of ResNet-18 (watermarked by Passport-aware Normalization) with the passport-aware branch when an α ratio of neurons are modified
by our attacks, where the dashed horizontal line reports the original performance.
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